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Abstract.

I.

,

Three pflot Employment Aslistance/Planning Programs, now calledi,

after the Public Assistance-9rOactiviqAct, were implemented in the

PA's

. .

Spring and Summer of 1982 .at Brooksville-Sumterville-TavAres (HRS Thstrict

Naples (District VIII) .and Miami (District XI):, ,The'Depar'tment of

Health and Rehabilitative Services, Division ofEconomjc Services,

requested that research be conbucted vender the aegis of the State

University SysteM STAR program to first, develop an assessment instrument

that can help, differentiate individuals who'are potentially employable from
. -

those whware probably unemployable, and secondly, to evaluate the effec-
,

tiveness,of the respective programs in fostering employability in their

clients. Data were gathered from two cohort groups; the first (n = 98)

were subjects on whom data were

IF
ered in November of 1982 and the

secoll* were, those (n = 121) in Ou of 1983. Employment status Was

gathered at 60 days after registratiop for:both 'groups, but data regarding

employment at 180 days was gathered only for the first group. The optimal

criterion measure for identification of employability variables was found

to be employment status 180 days after registratiorii Four predictor'

variables were identified which were significant' (R = .43, p .0003)-

related to employment status..180 days after regitration from factor analy-

4

is, ausal modeling, and discriminate-analysis procedures. 'These four

variables were able to diffdrentiate between those who were employed full',
AIM

.or'part-time (i.e. 'probably employable) from those who were unemployed

(i.e: probably unemployable) with 72.8% correct classifications. The Tau

coefficient of reliability of classification was .456.' -The conclusion was

4
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that, because the stability of the prediction-equation has yet to be

established across different populations, an instrument baed on the

4-Noriable predictor model' should be explored further; but only as 'a

supplement to existing scr6e0irelorocedures. A prototype instrument, the

AFDC Emp1oyaI Prediction Form, is presented-. An evaluation standard

was dOiel'oped for the PAPA pro0ams. The Naples program has nearly all

program"Components functioning aradequate levels of performance while the

BrooksVille-Tavares-Sumterville and Miami programs both require -improve

ments in several components.

A
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IntrOductia4- (.,

1

, 11J ,-
'

In thg,ISpeing and fall of 1982, the Departmlirent of Health and
..

...

'Rehabilitative Services, Division of. F: -1' er-Ni-ce's, initiated theee-

pilot Employmeht.Assistance Plannihg- ms (,APP's), now called PAPA's

after the. Public Assistance Productity Aci,'-at Miami (District XI),'.,
% - .-

Naples, (District VI II) and Brooks,i1 j1eavaresi,-and Sumterville 1/$1

, .

. . .
/

., -... --r- , . i

,

-\ (District III). While ach_PARA.program:ha6ts Own unique philosophy-and

cicacteristics regarding the delivery.of services, they all seek to

appraise client needs, recommend or deliver services to help them meet

their needs, and to follow-up clients to determine whether they have

secured employment or require 'further assistance. The PAPA's are designed

to assist single parent families who have received, or have applied toi

receive, Aid to Families.With Dependent Children (AFDC) grabts. In March

of 1983, the Florida Legislature appropriated funds to create 15'new PAPA

positions'in Florida. Thus, the concept of providing employment assistance

to AFDC recipients appears to be supported, at least in the present.

A request for Proposal (RFP) was issued by the Department of Health

and Rehabilitative Services, Economics Division in the Fail o'f. 1982, under

the aegis of the State University System STAR program, calling for (1) the

development of an assessment instrument that can help caseworker to dif-

ferentiate individuals who are potentially employable from those who are

probably anemployA, and (2) an evaluation of the effectiveness of the

respective pilot PAPA's in assisting jndiv- iduals to skure'employment. The

following document then erves as both a formal research report and,an

evaluation report.

!pi
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Objectives.

ft
(1,

The specific objectives the propos,a1 were as_foltiows:

f Develop a data co)lection instrument, based on variables iden--
tified through research, that differentiates between individuals
who are potentiajly employable

44-

froM those who may-be described as
'-probably unemployable.

V 4

.DOterm)ne.the reliabilitg'with which predictions of employabi-
lity can:be made;

# . 4 v-

. Develop a users manual for the employability instrument; and

.Evaluate the effectiveness of the PAPA's tin helping individuals to
secure employment. .

In the context ofanegotiation between the contractor and HRS after the

award of the contract, one additional objIctive was reqt&sted:

Conduct a preliminary investligatii regarding the deter-
mination of costs and benefits of he PAPA's to the State of Florida.

The Final Report addresses these objectives and is based on data

gathered from two separate client cohorts., TheJfirst was a sample of 98

subjects on whom. data were gathered in November of 1982 in which their,
P

empiol:nt status was ascertajped at 60 days and 180 days after registra

*
tion in the respective PAPA's., Data were alp gathered on a second cohort

of 121 subjects in June 1983. How ver, with this second cohort, their

employment status was secured_ for o ly 60 days following-registration.

Before each of the objectives are,addrssed: a review of relevant

backgrounl literature is presented.pertaining to the nature of the welfare

client as well as to psychometric issues which bear directly on the deve-

lopment of an employabilii instrument, herein called the AFDC

Employability Prediction Form. r Ii
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3.

Background

The nature of the welfare client

ftlipne embarks on a study of employability characteristics of welfare

recipients /basic question is asked: what are the fundamental determinants

that either compel or constrain unemployed vingle parents from securing
.

.employment? This question can perhaps be viewed from two perspectiLs that

reminiscent of the nature-nurture controversy (Sanger, 1979) re view

is that the status-of the welfare poorsiean outcome of limitations 1,n per-
,

Ai
sonal human resources (i.e., abilities and personality proclivities). The

opposing view is that the ability to secure employment js the 'function of

institutional*or,environmentally inddcedrfactors such as the,availabilty of

jobs or-the difficulties associated with securing desirable child care or 44!'

.dependable transportation.' Neveret,helesS, regardies,of f a-Ws that either

enhance or restrain sin
Alg
parents fkifti working, the wel are of their-

children has Orically been a major social concern.
-

Aid for Dependent Children, or AFDC, was originally part of the Social

,Security.Att of11,935 (Sanger, 1979). The original legislation provided

assistance to mothers, not because they were unemployable, but because

there was .a scarcity of Work during the Great bepression. And secondly,

there was a prevailing cultural attitude that mothers should not be forced

to work. This rationale supporting welfare for mothers perpetuated into

the 1960's (Levitan et al., 1972). Since WWII, AFDC payments have grown,

t`
A dqubling each decade between 1447 and 1967. By 1979, ten million adults

14
were recipients of AFDC grants, providing for 7'2 million children or one

in every eleven childpen (Levitan, 1980).
I

j
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4

In its inception, the receiving of public welfare was viewed as a tem-

porary conditiqn or as a 'last resort. to be drawn upon when all other alter-

natives had failed, purihg the long growth period in the. American economy,

from the begioning of World War II through the midw60's and the days of the

Grnt'Society, the'r.q. was little opposition to the concept of providing

welfare if genuine need could be demonstrated. However more recently,

wdth the gradual decline in the economic growth rate andtthe challenge to

the eventual realization of the "American Dream", concern and criticism,

have been levied against'thewelfare poor who. are viewed by many as

"getting A free ride" or as simplY not wanting to work (Levitan et al.,

1972, and Levitan, 1980). Thus, tereotyp of "scheming" welfare clients

"beating the system" or owning plush automobiles courtesy of the taxpayer

abound. In fact, the first author recalls that a country and western hit

"Welfare Cadfllac",was sited, as a poignant social comment by President

Richard Nixon one time during his term in office. The assumption, of
,

...course, underlying such cynicism is that there is not only a job for I

everyone who seeks work but that it is advantagebus qboth welfare reci-
1.

pients and to-society that all single parents be fully employed and self-

sustaining.

Critilkof the welfare system often believe that those who must siub-
.

sist on'welfare are different with respect to the values and motives of the

working population. Levitan (1980) found that one third of adult welfare

recipients are looking forwrk. Furthe, he reported that most welfare

recipients have had some past work experience within the preceeding two

years. Gdodwin (1972) found that poor people are as equally committed to 4,

the work ethic as members of 6eiworking class and that they identify their

4-
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S
to Seligman (1975) individuals can learn that just as some consequences of

5

self-esteem with work just as strongly. In addition, Chessinger (1980)
r.

's
confO-Med thesesults- in her comparison orwelfare mothers and middle

class working mOthers. She found no .differences between the_two'gr4ps
,

regarding life gols and :desire to work. Chessinger (1980) did however

find that long-term welfare mothers latkeaoconfidence in their ability to

find and keep jobs.

The net effect of lack of self confidence and environmental

constraintsmay well lead a welfare reciiiient to a state of "learned:.

./
helOessness", a phenomenon described by Seligman (1975). Thyphenomenon

was derived form social learning theories (See Bandura, 1977 for example)

and suggests that individual's can come to perceive, through repeated

failure, that they are powerless to control events around them. According
, .

behavior are controllable, others are uncontrollable.. If failures-are stiwk-'
.

r..
. ,.

ficiently frequent, recent, and intensive and the failures ,genera to

across a variety of life's pdrsuits, a life style' of passivity begins to

set in. Thus, it is not difficult to understand how a single parent, who
A

has had repeated failures in school, in sustaining heteroexual 40

tionships, in job trainyg,' in.,securing. child care or in finding transpor-

tation can become virtually helpless and turn inward to the refuge of

raising:a child and accommodating her aspfrations to the meager resources

provided by public assistance.' .4,

4*

One of the ways to encourage welfare recipients to seek work and to

reverse the cycle of "learned helplessness", the Federal government created

the "Thirty and a. third" rule. This rule., allows welfare recipients to

discount a:portion of their wagesjn calculating the welfare benefitslfor.

.

..t
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which one might be eligible. Sucha'%rule perMits and encourages many'

welfare Tents to work part -time so as to not jeopardize their standard .of
.

livi wIth the loss of t1.1h/benefits as Medicaid .and Food Stamp& By

1 ,

couraging single parents to participate in the economy at least part-

,time, their '`job skills, work habits, and self-esteem are maintained, even'

though they may not be entirely Self-sufficient. J

The relationship between work and welfare is very-compilex. According.

to-D .rbin (1969) and*Chessinger (1480), welfare recipients to to make

decisions Oat will maximize limited resources. Levitan, Rein, and Mar,

(1972), Implore society to recognize-the -interdependence, of work and

welfare. They suggest that a rircigram be formulated which encourages

welfare recipients to work even though they will not be completely selfc-
,

Wficient., Levitan ) and Chessinger (19130) conclude that ful1,econo-1

mic independence may e a realistic goal somesome welfare mothers and-

propose that just being part_of the labor force, even on a part-time basis,

will result in a net cost-benefit 0 the family and to society.

There have been several noteable government supported projectsin the
t?

70's designed to help welfare recipients enhance their employability.

Among these were the Work Incentive Program (WIN) and Comp;:ehensive

Employment Training Act (CETA). However, such efforts have been subjected -

to'severe public criticism and as a consequence their funding has:b4eh

'educed considerably in light of recent shifts in national priorities.. Of

these. programs , only the 'WIN program attempfed to assist single parent

families by providing goverbment subsidized child care and transportation.

The Job Club Program in' Southern Florida (Azrin et al.,.1980) is founded
,e

on the belief that most clients are employable and that transportation and

to



child care are major deterants to -epmplOyment. The PAPA programs, three of

which are herein evaluated, appear to be gliMmerinNestiges of hope that.
rt

'single parei)ts can be helped to'4etome more employable and hence more self-

sufficient. Therefore, the hypothesis undergirding the present investiga,-

tion is that adequate and competent,astance Irovided for ,AFDC clients,

with certain characteristics, can make a signiticant difference in their

propensity to seek and maintain employment,' at least on a part-time basis..

Psychometic issues in instrumentation.

The original thrust of th4 RFP, to which this contractor responded, '

was the developmerit of a measure that coyld cis criminate between those who

are potentially employable from those who are probably unemployable.

_Ostensibly, such an-Tristrument, if sufficiently valid and Tenable, could
t

be useful for screening applicants for access to employment assistance

programs (PAPA's) which are extremely limited resources. Hmever,

f
fulfillment of.the need for valid and reliable screening instruments hat

t

seldom been attained in the fields of education, medTcpe and the military.
,

The term Biographical Inventory Blink (BIB) is used in education to

,refer to instruments that use non-cognitive determinants to predict academic

success, while the term Biodata is often used inkthe military to refer to

background data that mig t indicate suttc4 in the military or in the pri-
/

vate Ictor. The resea ch on biBdata as pr dictors.ofjob or, educational

success can,,,,be described as generally spor tic and inconsistent. For

,
example, Fishman and Pasanella (1960), in a review'of college selection

studies, found r's ranging from .01 to .63 with .a median r of .13 between

"biodata and grade poigt average. Willingham (1965) fOund an r of .25 .
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between weighted bio4raphic,a1 items and voluntary withdrawal from college.

In the military, by combining biodata with cognitive aptitude measures,

highly significant r's in the .50 range are obtained predicting academic

perfcirmance but the relative contributions of biodata to.:\the predictions

'a're not reported (Miller, 1969). Stricker (1980) points outdiafter a

comprehensive 4iew of the literature' on non - cognitive 'determinants of job

performance, "non - cognitive determinants tend to be unstable, operating in

one study but. not in .another, And their effectiveness wen they appear is

weak" (pg 335).

etome of the inherant difficulties (Peterson, 1981; Sechrest and
1-

Phillips, 19719,. Webb et al. 1981) ,in the use of background information to

predict job or educational,success include the.following: (1) that

dualitems may discriminate against race or ethnic background (Baird,

1976); (2) 'prediction eq tions operate differentially for -ethnic or racial

groups; (3) that background items may predict some aspects of job perfor -

mance and not others; (4) that therelationship tietween predictors and cri-
.

terion measures may not be consistent oiler time, especially if either the

training program or job perfOrmance criteria 01.an e (the analogy to the

PAPA's is apparent); (5) records are not always kePraccuratelylor

consistently; (6) the relationships between predictd variables ,criterion

variables, is not linear, thus 'confounding the use of linear regression

statistics; (7) the existance of the "bas4,-rate problem" in that, if one is

predicting.
-0/4

to a binary variable (e.g., employed vs. Onemployedin which

there a disproportionate split (for example 10-90), correct c'l.asfica-
,

tiont would be made most of the time even with erroneous information; and

(8) lack of independence of predictor variables relative to one another
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such that some variables may be giveh spuriows1' high weights as predictors
06

of a criterion mea'ure.

,/
Even though t6 development of an employability assessment instrument

is undertaken with caution and experimental reserve, the continued refine-

ment of instruments over a period of time to enhance validity and reliabi-

lity could ultimately provide a valuable contribUtion to ttie effective

delivery of-human services. As suggested by Sechrest and Phillips (1979)

one of the 'major difficulties in the use of biodata historically is their

apparent lack of conceptualization of variables by researchers and eva-

luators. To overcome this t'riticism, thq methodology employed in the pre-

sent study is not one of simply acquiring information on a host of

(

background variables in hopes that one'or several of thef possess some pre-
1

dictive relationship to employability. The present study attempted to

first formulate a-priori model.from which to identify and derive variables.

Through the continued ,refinement of the model, the relationships among

variablee'become more clearly portrayed. Finally, a set of valid and

reliable predictor variables from the proess from whith 0 develop

screening or selecti n instruments.

)

a
The Programs 6

0

According to Stake (1967) many of.theleurposes- for program evaluation

are zccomplished by merely describing a program. Thus, each of the PAPA's

is described succinctly in terms of its philosophy, personnel,,orgthiza-
.

tional structure, client screening and treatment processes, job develop-
J

Tent procedures, and caseworker- attitudes towarb the program and their

perceived constraints.to optimal functioning. Anecdotal information was*
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gathered by the junior authors during the November and Jupe site visits.
vw

The authors .assume responsibility for any misleading or incorrect infor-

mation resulting from such a research methodology. ,1

District.III: Brooksville, Sumterville, and Tavares (B- 1' -S).

.k

Philosophy. Located in the center of Florida, iril7d °from the

Tampa-St. Petersburg area, the integrating concept of this aggregate

program is that there is a propbrtion of AFDC recipients who are motivated,

to work, yet possess personal and psychological barriers to becoming inde-

pendent of the welfare system. The'se barriersf are the result of socializa7/

tion processes that instill a sense of low self-esteem, and dependency.

The role[of the Em loyment Task Force (the local name-for PAPA), casemana-

,o

casemana-

gers is to establish rking relationships with clients in order to rein-

force their personal sense of self-worth and dignity. The casemanager

assists clients in addressing personal needs and lipks them with a range of

diagnostic, remedial, educational and Psychological services that are

designed to help overcome barriers toiemployment. The overarching assump-

tion in this program is that if the barriers are removed or reduced,,

clients would be more likely to seek and to obtain employment. The coun-
N

selor then shares responsibility with clients for the removal of obstacles

to employment.

Personnel. The District Supervisor, Mr. William Lange, has admi-
,

nitfrative authority over the three subprograms at Brooksville, Tavares

an'd Sumterville (B-T-S) and is an articulate spokesperson for the PAPA's of

,District III. Each.subprogramhis directed by .a Public Assistance

Supervisor who in turn directs and monitors the casemanagers whose job

titles are Public Assistance Eligibility Specialists (PAES), Th4 there'

/-

V
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is a line of administration between the District Supervisor who develops

and administers policy and the individuals who provide direct service td

0
clients. One PAES worker at each site is assigned to the Employability

'Task Force (ETF)-to provide employability assistance to AFDC clients.

However, it appeared that the employability fUnction of the ETF casemana-

t

ggrsj-was perceived as being clearly setondary to the payments function of

determjning eligibility for Food Stamps'ond AFDC. An organizational chart

for District III is presented in Figure I on the next page.

Client screehing and treatment processes. All clients who apply for

assistance are screened far appropriateness for the ETF. The clients'are

recommended to the ETF based on the subjective impression of the client's

motivation,by the PAES casemanager. At Tavares, the principal requirement

is that the client be able to 'coMmunicate with the casemanager . If the
4

client and casemanager agree that assistance by the ETF would be benefi-

cial, the client is scheduled for two to three interviews to be conducted

over'a olvto two month pertod. During the interviews, the casemanager

performs an assessment of the client's goals, educational background and

, work history: After the second or third interview, the client is required

to sign an "Agreement of Understanding" which establishes the client's

andand responsibilities in the treatment process.
.

The number of -Qn-one interviews can'range,from one per week .to

one_per month,. For some clients, a formal diagnostic work-up, including

behavioral and psychological assessment, is performed at the SCARC

Evaluation Center. Based on the findings of-the evaluation, the case-

manager and the client devise a treatmenplanlich includes long and

short term goals-and interventions to meet t vh ese g Here the.Tlient
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V

may be referred4to a CETA program, vocational - technical school, adult edu-

cation, job readiness, classes, etc.

If at any point the casemanager or client decide the program is no

longer berieficial,she is returned to regular AFDC status. If the client

completes the plan or 41 the client secures employment for more than six

months, she is dropped from the ETF rolls.- If the client should lose ber

job prior tosix months, the client remains in the program and the treat-

ment plan is resumed.

Job Development. Job development is the function of the District III

General Services Superldsor for AFDC. and the Community Task Force, a volun.-'

, _... .
.

. tary coalition of county employers and AFDC/PAPA supervisory staff. The

,

goal of task force is to develop job oppeytunities in the community. for .E4

(PAPA) clients.
.

,

e

l

Caseworker attitudes and_perceived constraints. According to- verbal ''

. testimony,- several of the casdworkers from the three subprograms'expressed

that they feel Aadequately trained to function as employment counselors.-
l

II ,

jerforming as either AFDC payments wor or as ETF casemanagers appears .,ke

t to require distinctly different skills and abilities. Further, the priori-
/

ties for serving as_a payments worker far surpass those of,serving as an

employment specialist.,

regarding col*staints, the local economieUespec

^apparently do not provide a sufficient number of job op

clients.in a geographical location in which job`s tend td bOseasonal or,

ell

ally Sum4rville)

ties fEr AFDC

inconsistent. The traveling distance to s vice opportunities (e.g., voca-
;

tional training) is great (agailikesp;ially Sumtervjlle) so as to present a

serious transpo&tatiorl barrier. There is also a reported lack of adequate'

o
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assessment tools for screening clients into the program as well as.an

apparent lack of clear policy regarding client eligibility for the ETF's.

Casemanagers are uncertain who they should serve--those who are nearly job

..ready or those requiring extensive and intensive therapeutic interventions.

The necessary coordination between client needs fOr service and community

service delivery agents has, in some cases, not yet been established. The

sizeable AFDC caseload makes adequate follow-up of clients ery difficult.

10
Thus, the ETF (PAPA) caseworkers are unable to document an .herefore gain

edit, Mr their accomplishments pertaining .to their emp oymenefunction. *
o

to final wail( of djeic4ing a program at thiS.' point ) rito ascertain t

frequency of c

caseworkers 4.
A

0...

ARtrneeds diagnosed by the CarTirkerk (lhe,ways in whi h
1

'1'.

J
ive lient needs may'well be an operational definition of

programmatic p ilosophy. It could be that a casyworker is more likely to

entify needs ,on he Resource (Utilization Survey (See Table 1 on thel&xt.
OS

pag ) that emulate the capabilities delivery system than to identify needs
14

for which there are no services avail,lble. A list 'of needs and the percen- p,

A
c 4

tage of clients indicating the need for each PAPA program is 'Presented in

.

1

Table 1 6p the nektspage.7,Data from the two cohorts are presented separa-
6.

i4
tely since two dififerentiforms of the ResourGe Utilization Survey were

used. Needs of the first coho'rt were assessed by means of the. ES 4132 'form

0,f while the needs of the second cohort were assessed using an elaborated ver-

..sion of the same tinstrument (See Appendix II respectively).

For tie DistriCt III populatiorf, the high/priority needs appear to 'b

job skill training employability skill training,Aob information and'voca-.

tional counseling. Other Reeds that one would expect from the literature

review, such as child care or, transportation, were indicated,by less than



Table 1

Percentage diagnosed needs per PAPA program

Needs

First
Cohort
(V9)-

1. .Jobskill training
2. Employability skill

training
3. .Job experience
4. Adult general education
5. Vocational counseling
6. GED preparation
7. Mental realth

counseling
8. Physic 41 disabilities

compensation
9. Job information
J.O. Children daycare

services
11. Children funds. for

daycare 41
12. Trnsportatiorl
13. Transportation funds
14. Lang ge assistance1,e
J5. Child

serv* ell'
O.. Medical Services
17. public housing
18.,Job interview trailing
19. ether

72 %

NAa

38

36

82

20

,5

0

NA

13

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

8

'3

B-T-S.

Second
Cohort
(n=26)

First
Cohort
(n=28)

Naples-
Second
Cohort
(n=29)

First
Cohort
(n =31)

Miami

t

100% ,2.5% 65% 39%
c

100 NAa 55 NA.

77 21 51 26
19 29 34 10
77 0 34 7

12 11 45 11S,

'15 7 3' 0,

4 4 0 0
88 NA. 86 NA

35 54 28 3

19 NA , 34 NA.
31 NA 69 NA
0 NA 0 NA
0 NA 3, NA

4 NA 7 NA
8' NA

,

NA
8 NA '0 NA

NAb 50 NA' 29
0 68 0 25

Second
Cohort
-4=67)

9

19
10

1

3

9.

0.

0
78

3

4

10
0
0

o
0

,
a. NA = not applicable, item not included on initial ES4132 form.
b. NA = not applicable, item not included in ESU Reso4rce Utilization Survey.

23
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1

half of the B-T-S-population. The ETF casemanagers appear to emphasize

attributes of job readiness rather than constraints which inhibit
I

employment.ahis result appears to be-inconsistent with overarching philo-

.§ophy of the program whiCh emphasizes self-concept development and removal

of constraints.

District VIII:.. Naples

()

Philosophpy. Located in the southwestern coast of Florida, the Naples

program begins from a different perspective as corttrasted. to District III.

Here the rules, "Get 'em'moving and keep 'em moving" and "Don't let -tem-

steW in their juices" appear to be the order of the day. The primary focus

is on job development and job placement rather than on the client personal

development. The caseworker seeks to remedy job readiness difficulties as

soon as possible and then to link ,them with job openings in the commnity,

even if the jobs are only part-time. sPerhapsyn operating assumption

'Undergirding this approach is that clients will seek work if they have

reassurance that job Openings are available. Secondly, as inferred from

. the background discussion, welfare clients with low self-Confidence are

more apt to -engage in job seeking behavior if the risk of rejection or

failure is reduce .4_ I

Personnel. Therms is only one caseworker, Ms. Donna Baltakis, in the

Naples PAPA.program. Such a program resembles a craft organization in

the sense that one person oversees the entire production of asproduct.

he is physically housed in the AFDC unit, but unlike District III, does

Rot ,share any of the payments worker's responsibilities.. The PAPA

caseworker is organizationally rsponsIble to*the'AFDC Supervisor but in

practice reports directly to the District Supervisor in Ft. Myers. The
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caseworker focuses' her energies on screening clients, developing jobs,

placing clients in jobs, providing delivery of some employability services,

and follow-up evaluations. Avorganizational chart for. District III Is

presented on the next page.

Client screening and treatment processes. All AFDC clients in Napiell.

.are considered for admission to the PAPA program. The fellow AFDC payments

workers refer clients to the PAPA programCif they have the impression. the

client is motivated and.employable. :The PAPA caseworker then interviews .

the Tent to obtain an employment history and to assess motivation. Ifs in

doubt about whether a client possesses sufficient motivation, the

caseworker may send a client to take an interview with the Florida State

Employment Se vice (F.SES) or to interview with a poten al employer. If

the client is unheard of again, the conclusion would be that either the

client was hired or she was too discouraged or unmotivated to continue in

the PAPA program. The number of personal contacts between caseworker and

client may vary from:1-io 9 depending on the niimber of placements con-
*

sidered. The PAPA caseworker will continue to work with a client, almost

,doggedly so, 'until the client secures employment. She (the caseworker)

will work with motivated clients again if they are laid off or fired.
. .

Job development. The caseworker, Ms: Donna Baltakis, because she is

it

freed from AFDC payments responsibilities, devotes much of her ti e tojob

development.. She frequently calls employers to inquire about po ntial job

..e.

openings and often speaks before local civic groups and other organizations

such as the local .school board. She also is fairly meticulous about

.1t t
fbllow-ups with both clients and their employers. She.appears to be almost'

as interested in the attitudes and feelings of4employers as in, her

25

2
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District Supervisor
Ft. Myers

AFDC
Supervisor
Nap les

AFD
Payments
Workers ( 5)

PAPA
Caseworker ( 1)

Figure 2.. Diste4ct_VIII Organizational Configuration

:-c

-
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She also works yithtihe school board to establish-job-Related courses in,
,.,

the loca schools and community colleges..
Irk

,,

,

Case rker attitudes and perceived constraints. Ms. Baltakis'reports
lw r

Jo

that she is frustrated with HRS, Economic Services Division's policy to

foster cooperation be tween AFDC 'a.nd other- 'human service agencies in the

community. She feels ,HRS policy falls short when applied at he local"

,/

level in Naples: She reports she is alsoierplexed because 1 al HRS ter-

vice delivery agencies will not hire her clients. Apparently, slit per-

ceivet that local businessmeti may wonder why ,they should hire,AFDC clients

when HRS will riot. HoweVer, all in all, she feels grateful that she has

been afforded the freedom to develop her own program. And becausesshe if

free of cumbersome paperwork associated with-payments, the is able'to

devote more time to fostering a rapproachmeAmii4th-ihe business community.

The results of the Resource Utilization'Suivey also support the way in

which the program philosophy is operationpzed, Referring again back to

Table 1 On page 15, the high priority needs appear to be job information,

job skill training, emp-loyability skill training, job expellence and

transportation. Because the newer survey form was more compreherisiye, the

needs of the second cohort may tle considered a more accurite appraisal of

4client needs in the Naples PAPA program. One can note that the job readi-.

-ness needs are paramount, which is consistent with Ms. Baltakis philosophy.

Services such as Nlocational counseling, mental health. counseling, receive

low priority. She alsb appears to emphasize constraints such as transpor-

tation and child care with which she reportedly assists clients.

3
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Distpict,XI: Miami

Philosophy. Located in the heart of Liberty City, the pivotal concept

in District XI appears to be that a proportion of AFDC recipients already

-possess-tt4 skills and motivation to become gainfully employed and'indepen-,

dent of the welfare system. These clients are seen as entering the

ssistance rolls as a resplt of personal and/or economic hardship. Dt/f to

a breakdown in their immediate social and economic support structures, they

4
must now turn to the-state as the "provider-of-last-resort." The

underlying assumption is that these "job-ready" clients should {1) be

0
linked with job opportunities in the community and (2) receive the emo-,

tional suppmet and encburagement of the casemanager. The.responsibility"

for employment lies almost entirely with the client, his/her skills, moti-

vation, and.resourcefUlness. Thus, the District XI program nearly emulates

a crisis managemeht orientation-71.e., to help relatively well functioning

individuals "over the hill" and on to resuming their normally-productive

lives. With this approach, the client screening processes would appear to

'bejexeedingly important in the effectiveneq of the program since the

importance of the development of treatment plans or the delivery of ser-
,

vices to address long term or critical needs should be minimal.. Also one

would expect, with these assuthptions that the Miami clientelle would be the

least chronic of the three PAPA programs and to be the most "job ready."

Personnel. The Unit,Supervisor oversees the functioning of the PAPA

unit by monitoring staff performance and implementing MRS poli y for both

employment assistance and AFDC functions. The casemanager, who reports to

the unit supervisor,-provides direct service to 50 - 75 clients. The

4.d
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caseworker's` primary function is to determine and to monitor-client eligi-

bility for AFDC and for Food Stamps. The caseworker's secondary function

isto, link motivated and job-ready clients with the job developer who

directs the client to employment opportunities in the community. In this

way casemanagers responsibilites are similar to the casewoOer"s of

District III. A job developer'i$ also included among the staff of the ,NAPA

program and reports to the unit manager. The job developer's respon-
.

sibility is to secure employment opportunities for PAPA clients. In-Miami,

most of the job placements have been with fast-food chains'and a phar-
,

maceutical manufacturer. An organizational chart is presented'for District

XI on the next page.

Client screening and treatment processes.

All clients who apply for assistance in any of the 10 AFDC units, in .

District XI are screened for the PAPA program. The unit payments workers
41.

informsclients of the PAPA program and ascertains their interest in par-
*

ticipating in it. The interested clients then submit applications to the

PAPA program. Every month, the PAPA program casemanagers receive a list.

of 'approximately 200 A FDC applicants. These dlients are. then contacted

thrpugh a letter sent a PAPA casemanagers and are informed that'they ,

should follow-up their tention to participate in the program through I
a

phone calf:. Those°who ds not respond within,10 days are dropped from

further consideration. Th se who do call are questioned about their educa-
.

tional and employment,backg oUn over the phone. If clients remain

interested in participating d if the casemanagers believe they gave a

reasonable chance for succ'es in the` program, they are told they would

receive further instructions hrough the maul. Files of accepted clients
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4
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Figure 3. Organizational Configuration District XI: Miami
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are transferred from the AFDC unit to' the PAPA unit. lecase trahsfer.

,processmay takes from 2 weeks to.2 months. This fact bears directly on an

outcome criterion of the programsemployment rate 60 days after registra-
,

tion.

. t

Once the folders arrive at the PAPA unit, the casemanager issues the

client a letter requesting that she come in for an interview. Durjng the

intery \iew, the casemanager perfor an employability assessment, completes

the Employment Record (EPR) and handles any problems with the AFDC grant.

The client then informed of any employment opportunities. However, if

there are no immediate job openings for which a given client' is suited, the

/` client is assisted by helping her learn strategies for obtaining work, e.g.

how to contact potential employers, Interviewing techniques and job infor-

mation resources. 'The clients are then informed that they will'be 'con-

tatted if and when employ'rs notify the PA unit of suitable employment

opportunities. U

When a prospective employer informs the PAPA unit of a job oppor-
,

thrifty, a client is selected according to suitability for the job and is

.informed of the job opening... An interview with the employer is arranged.

The PAPA job developer accompanies the-client to the interview and comple:

tes the tax credit form for employing; DC clients: If the client. is hired

the case file is retired. If the client is not hired, she is encouraged to

continue seeking work and remains in the PAPA program*: There are no

systemmatic follow-up'procedures Used to obtain information on either hired

or not-hired clients until AFDC recertification proc4ss (eve ,1y six months).

Job development. The job development function is performed by a job

developer whOse activities consist'mainly of developing liaiVhs with .,
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corporations willing to hire AFDC clidllts. Fast-food chains are a primary

source of placement in Miami. The job developer also informs employers of

tax credits available for hiring AFDC clients. According to interviews

with the job developers, they seek to establish working relationships with

upper level management in order to encourage lower level supervisors, who

actually hire personnel, to hire competitively disadvantaged AFDC clients.

Caseworker, attitudes and perceived constraints. According to inter"-

views conducted by the junior authors, PAPA casemanagers see themselves

primarily as AFDC payments workers since these are"the responsibilites On

which job security is based: Further, they feel ill-trained topanage'

client problems related to .obtaining work. 6semanagers feel the

assessment process should be improved since'Most decisions regarding eligi-.

bility for the PAPA program are made.on the basis of client persistence and

casemanager intuition: -Additionally, the more active a casemanager is in

the employability. arena, the more the AFDC paperwork increase. For

example, if a client is pliced andites not retain employment, she muslrbe

recertified for AFDC which results in a new round of paperwork for the

casemanager. If the client proves to be unmotivated after having been

admitted to the PAPA program, the process of transferring the client's file

back to the AFDC unite involves additional time--consuming paperwork.

,Finally, and perhaps the most insideous problem affecting a casework:6r'

morale and perforMance'in their PAPA duties, is that the WIN unit-1s

s

notffied of clients" who are admitted to the'PAOA program' and whO they are

successfully, placed, WfN,takes the credit.

The results of'the Resource Utilization Survey (see Table 1 on ppge

15) indicate that the workers tend teperceive only one need eleAmon' to overt'.

AS.
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half of the client population, that being Pilo inforMation. Therefore, the

PAPA unit jn.District XI appears to serv.mainly job-rady AFDC clients who

'merely require information about job openings. The casemanager appears to

primarily take over the AFDC payment workers responsibilities while the

t

client is enrolled In the PAPA unit.

r
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The Client Populations for the Investigation
A

Two different cohorts were trsed in the presenX investigation:- the

first consisted of 98 subjectS on whom data wer thered on-site in

44.

Novefter of ,1982 while the second cohort consisted of 121 subjects on whonl

data were gathered in line 1983. Comparisons between the two cohorts pro-

. vides an indiCatiOn of the stability of the characteristics of the respec-

tive client populations. Characteristics of the resRecti've cohort groups

by site are presented in Tables 2 and 3 on ithe following pages.

Dist. ict III: Brooksville, Sumterville and TaMares. The first. and

'second cohorts are very Similar with respect to Abe, racial compOsiton,

time since last employment and employment status 60 days after registra-

tion. The second cohort had relatively feWer who 'had no high school

diploma (48.7% to 26.9%). Thus it would appear that the respective PAPA.

subprograms may have become slightly more selective in terms of educational

attainment.

Relative to the other two PAPA pilot test sites, it resembles the

Disfrict VIII site (Naples) in terms of age, raci composition, education
41'

and client needs but not in terms .of chronicity on, welfare, e.g. time on

AFDC and time on Food Stamps since 16 years of age. !District III appears

to be at midrange between Naples and Miami on such chronicity indicators.

The employment rate is more similar to Miami's at both 60 and'180 days

following registration than to Naples.

District VIII: Naples. The second cohort, compared to the first, was

slightly younger, had a higher representation of whites, but was similar in

35



Table .2

iFpc PAPA Population Characteristics: First Cohort
I

Variable Naples (n =28
Sumterville=Brooksville-

Taveras n=39 Miami n=31 Total' =98
Aqe (mean) '-28.2

5S.6%
42.9%
3.6%

.

26.4
487i
46.2%
5.1%

32.1
0/

, 90.3%
9.7%

28.7
35%
59%

6%

Race 'white
ack

l spanic

Average Grade
.1 0.3 0.9

De Attainment:
(a No H.S. Diploma
(b High school diploma or

equivalent
(c) Completed specialized

vocational training-but
no certificate or
license from a voca-
tional training program

d) Has a' vocational certi-
ficate or license

(e) Associate arls degree(AS)
(f) Bachelor's ckgree(BA,

BS ) or higher

46.4%

35.7%

)

3.6%

14.3%

0.0%
0,0%

)

48.7%

46.3% l',

,

,

2.6%

5.1%
0.0%
0.0%

f ,

0

o

58.1%

6.5%

,

.,

12.9%

22.6%
0.0%

, 0.0%

.

ir

.

,

,

, 51%

'29.6%

-

6.1%

13.3%
.0.0%

. 0.0%
,

.s

.

Food Stamp Benefit(reqis.f $143.85, $143.53 $192.74 i $159.19
AFDC BENEFIT (registration) $183.71 , $190.28. $203.87 $192.70 g
FAMILY SitE(includinq parent 2,.9 3.0 2.9 2.9
Mean ,Time

Since Lia-st Employment(months) 10.8 4.9 15.9 10.1
Total Time on Food. Stamps
Since 16 yrs (in months) 7.1 24 9 . 45.7 . 26.4

e

Total Time on AFDC SinceN
16yrs (.p months) 18.7 ,

27.9
.

48.0
.

31.6
Total Needs Identified

Per client 3.4 2.7

.

1.7 2.6
.

36 p

,

4
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Table 2 (Continued)

AFDC PAPA Population Characteristics: First Cohort
11

Employment status at 60 days
after registration

(a) Full-Time
((b) Part-Time
c) Unemployed

10

6

12

.

(35.7%)
.

(21.4%)

(42.9%)

1

3

35

(2.6%)

(7.7%)'

(89.7%)

.

,'

0
2

29

(0)

(6.5%)

(93.5%)

11

11

76

(11.2X)
(11.2%)

177.6%1
EmploymenI status at 180 days
after registration (n=92)

(a) Full-Time
(b) Part Time
-(c) Unemployed ,

(d). Missing Information

16
6

-5

1

(59.3%)
(22.2%)

(18.5 %)

7) ,

7

2.

26

4

(20.0%)

(5.7%)

(74.3%)-

( -)

1

2

27

,1

.

(3.3%)
(6.7 %.

(90.0%)
(-) ,

,24

10
58

6

.

(26.1%)
(10.9%
'(63.0%)

(7)

.

Employment status at 180.days
after. registration (n=92)

(a Full -Time
.

(b , art-Time
(c nemployed
(d) Missing_ Information

16
6

5

1

.

.

(59.3%)

(22.2%)
(18.5%)

(

7

2

26
4

(20.0%)
(5.7%)

(74.3%)
(-)

.

A.

1

2

27

,1

.

(3.3%)
(63%)

(90'.0%)

(-)

24
10

58
6

,

(26.1%)
(10.9%)

(63.0%)
(-)

.

,

t.

F.)

4)

3,9

ry



14- ladle
AFDC PAPA PopMation CharActeristics: secondcohort

Variable aD le (n =29

.Suelterville-Brooksville-
Taveras n=26 Miami n=66 Total (n=121)

_

26.3 28.3 27.5.Age (Mean) 26,7
Race white 72.4% 46.2% 4.5% 36%

-black' . 24.1% 0-53.8% . 89.4% 6061A.
.

. hispanic . 3.4% ' 0.0X._ 3,0%
. . W2%

Native Ameriein . 0.0% 0.0% .3.0 2%

rage Grade 10.0 11.7. 10.8 . 11.0

ee Attlainment: .

( 'No H.S. Diploma . 56.0%56.0% 40.9%' 41.2%
.

( ) High schgo) diploma or'
,

'equivalent 37.0% . ,_ 69.2% 39.4% 45.4%

(c)` ComOited Specialized , 4P,

4 %* .. 6,

vocational training. but
,

no certificate or
,

license from a voca- cV +`
,

tional *training program ' 0.0% 3.8% 7:6%, t 0%
_

(d) Has a vocational certi-
4

fi6ate or license .: 3.5% 0.0% 7.6%A 5.0%

(e) Associate arts degree(AS) 3.5% \--- 0.0% 4.5% 3.4%

(f) Bachelor's degree(BA, 0.0%0 0.0% . ' 0.0% 0.0%

BS) or hi her .

ood tamp Bene it regis:.- 79 \ $107.35 $133.82 $127.65

AFDC BENEFIT (registration) 14 03 . $188.30 . $208.52' . $181.52 .

FAMILY SIZE( including parent) 5 . 2.8
OA ,3.1 2.9

.

Mean Time' . ..
.

Since Last Employment(months) 9.8 _ 5.0, ,. 10:3 4 -9.3

Total TiMe on Stamps 1$ .

.

Since 16 rs in months '.. 7.1 28.3 33.1 .g 25.,8
'

ota m
.____

e on ' i ince , .

16 yrs (in months) -' - 5.6 '

31.5 35.1. . 27.A
,

Total Needs identified t

periOient ' , 6.59 5.30 J
,-

. 1.62 -"e315.
.

EMptynient status- It 6011ays 4.
.

.

. .

.

aftk registration , .
. . ,

.

(a) Full--Time 10 (34.5%)- . 1 ,(3.8%) 8 (12.1% 19 (15.7%) \---4 j.
4,,:.4

.

,
(b) Part-Time 4- 7 (24.1%) 2 (7.7%) 3 (4.g%) 12 (9.9%

c Uhe Ilo ed 1g 41.4% 23 88 5'. 55 83.3% 90 ,74..4%
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terms of educational 4ackground, time since last employment, and employment

'status 60 days after registration. The firtisf cohort appeared-to be higher

on welfare chronicity indicators(time onood Stamps and time on AFDC)

ilthan the second cohort. Relative to the of er PAPA pilots, the

distinguishing characteristics of Naples are that the welfare chronicity

factors are the lowest while the employment rate after both 60 and 180 days,.

is highest.
,.

ilc

.

Digtric-eXI): Miami: Comparisons Oetween'the first-and.second cohortr. ,

groups in Miami indicate there might have been significant changes in the

.screening/selection processes for admission to the PAPA program over the

winter. -The.second cohort 4rclup was younger, had a higher level of educa-

tional attainwent, and lower in terms of welfare chronicity variables,

(time on Food Stamps and time on AFDC). The employment rate 60 days after

registration in PAPA also improved from 6.5% to 16.6%. for those finding

full-time in part-time employment. The emerging distinguishing features of

the Miami population. 'appear to be the apparent lack of needs of the

clients, the highest representation of black populations (89.4%), and the

highestAmong.the PAPAS in terms of welfare chronicity variables. Given

these data, the,strategy.of treating the members of this population as

thoughthey are jib -ready may be, open to erious question.
V

Comparisions.between-the First and second cohorts taken in aggregate.

comparisqns between.the November cohorlt (n=98) and lune cohort (n=121) may

reveal trends across the PAPA'S; The June cohort, as compared to the

earlier November rc-ohort, has a hther4percenfage of blacks; its members

receive fewer dollars in-Fobd Stamp and AFDC grants at registration; and it

is lower on indicators of welfare chronicity,(tota1 time on Food Stamps and
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AFDC). The caseworkers of the second cohort identified more needs pfril

client, ostensibly due to the change in Resource Utilization Forms (See

Appendices) which listed more need options. The employment rate of the ow

June cohort at-60 days after registration improved slightly. Finally,

while 77.6% of the NoveMber-cohort were unemployed 60 days after registra-

tion,- 63.0% were still unemployed 180 days after registration.

ti
4

c
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OBJECTIVE I:

Develop a Data Colle, ion rnstrumedi that Differer/iatesPentially

Empl*ble from Probably UnempO'abl

Instrumentation. The development of an instrument to ascertain the

likelihoo(Fof obtaining employment began with a survey of existing, data

CollectiOn forms used by HRS with AFDC clients,- The purposes for analyzing

existing forms were to deteCmine: (1) the kinds of inform4tion that are

now being collected on individuals; (2) the consistency among the HRS

Districts regarding the kinds of infor obtained; and (3) the degree
qt.

to which this information i0 able to predict employment 60 days and 180

days after registratigp-in the PAPA programs. The forms obtained from, the

Division of Economic Services and from the 14AiRS AFDC unit in

Tallahassee included the following:

1. ES 4132, a new instrument developed by the Division of Economic
Services to record background information, service needs,
referrals and employment status;

2. ES-511 an instrument used by the Florida State Employment Service
to describe work history;

13. FSES 011, a client follow-up record;

FSES 002, an instrument to record information related to
background, servite.needs, employment status at 30 and 180 days
and Food Stamps and AFDC allotments (note: This instrument is a
precursor to ES 4132 above);

a

5. ES 2661, a client status form reporting employment and grant
informttion;

6. ES 2001, dformiused to record client.financial information;-

7. WIN 001, a ser i s ecord face sheet used by the Work Incentive
Program (WIN);

44
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R. ES.4131, an employability assessment plan fact sheet that describes
job history, skills history, service needs, and occupational
goals;

9. SES 4044a medical statement;

10. WIN 005;a form cohtainin9othe amount of funds paid in child care;

11. SES 40,41, a notice of authorization of child care;

r12. HRS 50-1: provides demographic information, and uryice records;

13. SES'4036; an authorization of payment for child care.

In the process of evkluating the above instruments, two important

observations were made: the first was that no two sites used the same set

of forms, and secondly, that there were varying degrees of consistency

with which common forms were completed.' Therefore, two procedures were

required:_. (1)' -the development of a common data ollecting instrument

to record the diverse sources of extant lihformation; and (2) the use of

personal interviews with the caseworkers in the field to obtain missing

informatiOn. From the analysis of the above forms, an Extant. Data FOrm.was

developed by the research team to assess client characteristics services

provided and employment status -60 days folloWing registration in the
O

programs. The Extant.Data Form is located in Appendix I of this document

(See the blue covered form). Complete information was obtained on 98

clients from the respective PAPA's using the Extant .Data Form in November,

1982.

In addition to the Extant Data form, a second research form was deve-

loped to secure more information on clights and programs as suggested from

a literature review and through the devel Oent of.a hypothetical causal

model. This second instrument was named the FSU SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

45
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Form and contained all informlition on the Extant Data FormAas well asnew

information. This instrument WAS used for clients.who reaktered in the

PAPA's after November 1, 1982 and-is located in Appendix II (Seeyellbw

covered fort). Both instruments, developed by the research team,.were

reviewed by caseworkers serving AFDC/Food Stamp clients in Tallahassee and ,

were revised on the basis of their suggestions before deployment in the .4

respective PAPA proprams.

A third form, the 180 Day Status Form, was developed to collect infor-

mation regarding the employment status of the 98 clients of the first

cohort 180 days after registration in-the PAPA's. The forms secured infor-

mation pertaining to whether. a client was employed,,wages per month, AFDC

and Food Stamp allotments, medical benefit and relevant-work history be-
irt

tween 60 and 180 days in the program.

The criterion variables. All variables derived from the data collec-

tion forms were classified into three domains: 1) the criterion variables

which related to the client's work and welfare payments status at

registration, 60 days, and 180 days after registration in PAPA's; 2) inde-

pendent (predictor) variables which are the characteristics clients br9ught

to the programs upon entering; and 3) intervening variables which describe

the kinds and i'extent of services provided for the clients enrolled. n the

PAP ' In order to procede with a'meaningful analysis, the number of

variables comprising each of the above domains had to be reduced to only
.

those that provide discrete and relevant :information,' Ever' effort was

made in the study to identify comprehenSive but yet cqmprehenstble client

information that in the end would possess practical utility )d

r

4

t"
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The qtialfty'of a set of variables to predicywilether an individual is

either potentially' employable or probably unemployablelillimately rests on

the quality of the criterion measure. Predictor-variables can be no more

accurate or reliable.tfiafl the criterion variable(s) . Thus the iden-

tification of a criterion measure began with the following set of variable's

to portray treatment outcomes 60 dar'after registration in the PAPA's:

1.
Employment stat us at 60 days,(EMPL,60) 'consists -of a three point
scale `indicating whether the.client was engaged (1) full-time or

tion in a pilot program (ES 4132). art-time means that an indivi-
duals

part-time emplbyment, or (3) uneirloyed 60. days after registra-

duals-is employed 30 hours per week or less.

AFDC grant at 60 days (AFDC60) is the monthly allotment of the AFDC
grant 60 days following regitration in PAPA's (ES 41J2) .

FoodStamp grant at 60 days (FS60) is the amount of food stamps
dtloted to individuals 60 days_ after registration in,the PAPA's (ES
4132). , .

Independence at 60 days (I.NDEP) consists of a four point scale with
(1) No Job, no training (2) No Sob, but training, (3) paRtime
job, (4) full-time job ES 32

Job continuity (JOBCONT) c nsists .of a four point scale indicating
the degree to which the cli qt has been able to secure 'steady',
uninterrupted employme0-betOeen the dAe of registration and 60:t,
days after; The sical0,pOints are: (1) no work, (2) job ter-,
minated, (3) job intefrupted, (4) work without interruptions. The
information was obtained from the ES 4132 forp.

/a data reduction technique, a principal components analysis was

conducted with Kaiser normalization with avarimax rotation to identify
A f x*

s f toers with* the 60 .day variable domain. Based on the factor.
ts.

,

lcodings, one o 'two variables could be identified whidh are

representative of the domain. For thi's analysis, the entire subject

0

population In=211F first and second cohorts combined, was used on whOm
, ; ,` t ,*.

compre data were"%:4vailahe on all variables.
4 `

The results of the analysis
J

fp

(revealedthat only one emerged with and eigenvalue greater than 14.

*
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whiCh accounted for 69% of the' variance. Therefore all of the variables in

the domain could be congidered as a member of the one single factor. The

variable EMPL60, employment status 60 days after registration, had the

highest factor loading and this result, coupled with other item charac-

teristics, such as skewness, kurtosis, reliability of recording, made this

the single best variable to represent the domain. The results of the prin-

cipal Components analysis of the 60 day 'criterion domain are portrayed in

Table 4 on the next page.

An analysis of variables comprising the 180 day domain began with the

same variables as the 60 day domain. As in the analysis of the 60 day

variables, a principal componentS analysis with Kaiser normalization with a

varimax rotation was used to identify one or -two variables "representative"

of the domain. Complete data were obtained on 92 of the initial 18 su6-

jects comprising the first cohort. The results of, the analysis, portrayed

V

in Table 5, on page 37, revealed that once again, one factor emerged with

an egenvalue greater than 1.0 which accounted for 57.7% of the variance.

The highest factor loading occurred on EMPL 180. ;Therefore this variable

was retailed as the single variable "representative" of the domain. The

variables EMPL 60 and. EMPL 180 were 'selected as the variables on which to

identify employability prediction variables.

The predictor variables. A slightly more complex prtocedure wasused

to identify the best pred;ctor variables compclsing the independent

variable domain. Thirty three (33) plausible predictor variables were

identified from th Extant Data Form. In order
,

to reduce the nuMber of
41 if

potential predleclqr ariebles to a more manageable set, a straight factor

analysis was conducted to ascelain underly ng factors in the 33 variable
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Table 4

Summary of Principal Components Analysis of Criterion Variables
At 60 days after Registration (n.211)

Variable

Js V

Factor
Loading M SD

EMPL60 -.949 2.61 .72

AFDC60 -.748 165.56 97.1

WAGE60 .910 . 119.78 241.25
I

FS60 -.372 128.84 94.15

I NDEP60 .857 1.81 1.06

JOBCONT60 .851 1.80 1.36

,iigenvalue 4.15

Pct Variance 69.1

b)

c)

d)

EMPL60 is Employment status at 60 days after registration where 1 =
full time, 2 = part time, 3 = unemploAd.

AFDC60 is the amount of AFDC grant at 60 days after registration.

FS60is the amount of food stamp allotment at 60 days after
registration.

INDEP60 is a 4 point scale representing degree of social independence
from 1. unemployed, only support is from government grant, to
4 . fully employed, no government grants received.

JOBCONT60 is a job continuity index in which 1 = no work, 2_= job ter-
minated, 3 -=, work interrupted, 4 * not interrupted.

1,1

49
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Table 5

Vr

Summary of Principal Components Analysis of*.iterion Variabl
180 days After Registration (rM2)

s at

Variable
Factor
Loading,: M

EMPL18p . -.871 2.4
, ,

AFDC180 -.747 ---"-"; 158.9

WAGE180 ..852 185.5
.,

FS180 -.455 87.5

INDEP180 .627 1.9

JOBCONT180 .623 1.8.

EigenvalUe 3.46

Pct. Variance 57.7

SD

.9

93.4

298.1

93.4

1.0

1.4

a) EMPL180 is Employment status atAlo days after registration where 1 =
full time, 2 = part time, 3 = unemployed.

b) AFDC180 is the amount of AFDC grant at 60 days after registration.

c) FS180 is the amount-of food stamp allotment at 60 days after
0 registration.

d) INDEP180.is a 4 point scale representing degree,Of social independence,
from 1'.= unemployed, only support is from government grant, to
4 = fully employed, no government grarOs received.

JOBCONT180 is a job continuity indexin which 1 = no work, 2 =job
terminated, 3 = work interrupted, 4 = not interrupted.
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matrix using data obtained from the first cohort (n 8). TiTelve factors

with eigenvalues of 1.0 or greater emerged. Following'thisi procedure, 17

variables were,discarded becatise of undesirable distributilanal charac-

tgristics such as lack of variabi)jty, skewness, kurtosis, and low or ano-

molous factor loadings. A second straight factor 'analysis, conducted using

the entire population (n =204) on the remaining sixteen variables, resulted.

in a six factor model with'eigenvalues greater than 1.0 which accounted

for 69.4% of the variance. A principal components analysiOlith varimax

rotation and Kaiser normalization rendered the final version of an

employability model (See Table 6 on the next page). Six interpretable and

logically or theoretically plausible -actors were identified: Motivation,

Life Style, Job Competence, Personal Need State, Education, and Work

Propensity. The independent variables loading on the respective employabi-.

lity constructs are described as follows:

MotivaNn (cost vs. benefits for working)

AFDCRG: The amount of AFDC grant' a client received at the time
of registration (ES 4132);

FSREG: The amount of Food Stamp allotment at the time of
rgistration;

MEDLOT: Cash value of Medicaid benefits allowed to clients based
on HRS estimates; and-

# ,

BENWOR: This .is an estimatetbn of the cash benefits a client
.could receive if she returned to work full-time at the
salary of her last job. The estimate is based on the

ir amolunt.of Food Stamps a client would receive at that
salary , plus the cash value of the Medieaij benefit
estimated at $40.66 per family member.

BENWOR'

(Benefits working)
FS (working) + Medicaid.

5:1

a

4
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Summary of Principal Components Analysis of Indepenit Variables for AFDC Clients. (n = 205)

Factor's

Variable
Ma. ivation

(Cost vs Benefit).

I

Life
Style

AFOCRG.
FSREG
ME DL OT

)

.634

1F

..264

.26,8

.147

MO
NIS

BENWOR .788 .0304
CULT -.078 -.363
TMFS .256 .950
TMAFDC .278 i 1
.JOBSKL -.062 i '

JOBEXP -.017 -.044
PERNED -.004 .044
NDCOM -.102 .042
ERRED .012 .988
EDUATT -.087 .067
GRADE -.101 -.095
EXPSAL .101 -.024
TURNAR -.150 -.101

EIGENVALUE 3.24 1.67
PCT VARIANCE 36.0 / 18.7

I V . V I

Job Personal f Work
Competence: Need State Education Propensity.

.150 -.006 -.058 -.201
-.020 .060 -.094 .1094
-.054- -.026 .003 -.101
-.086 ..072 -.061 .053
-,.275 .048 -.099 .130
-1.082 -.007 -;009 -.624,
-.025 .042 -.042 -.047,
.916 -.049 .034 .100
.438 .205 .086 .092
.ToT .545 .030 .076
.124 -.958 .049 -.009
.330 -.051 .479 -.011
.087 .017 .734 .167

-.068 u..00S AT -.070
.104 .053 =.183 .256
.063 .047 -.040 .789

1.36 1.02 .95 .69
15.2 11.4 10.6 7.8

Tif

4
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Life Style

CULT: This l's a culture variable where 1 . white and 2 =
- non white;

TMFS: The total apountfrof time (expressed in months) a client
has been the recipient of Food Stamps since Age 16; and

TMAFDC: The total amount of time (expressed,in months) a client
has been the recipient of'AFDC grants since age 16.

Job Competence'

-11P.
JOBSKL:. A two Point scale completed by the caseworker where

1 . need,.2 = no need for job skill development; and

JOBEXP: A two point scale completed by the caseworker\where,
1 -= need, 2 . no need for job experience 104

Personal need State

PERNED:, This is a scale derived from the summation of scores
where 1 = need, 2 = no need, for the following
variables: Disability compensation; Mental Health

ilk
counseling; Childcare; Vocational Counseling; .

.---"J

Transportation; Job interview training; and Other needs. r
PERNED = Personal needs; and P

o' NDCOM: This is a.ratio of services completed divided by, total
needs identified by caseworker at 60 days after
registration in PAPA unit. ,NDCOM = Needs completed.

Education

EDNED: An education need scale derived from the summation of
scores, where 1 = need, 2 = no need, for the following
variables: GED review, and Adult general education.
EDNED = Educational needs; and

EDUATT: A five Oint scale indicating the degree of educational'
attainment at the time of registration, where 0 . no
high school diploma, 1 = high school diploma,or eqUiva-

. lent, 2 . completed specialized vocational training but
with no Certificate o license, 3 = has vocational cer-
tificate.or license, "IP . Associate Arts degree, 5
.Baccalaureate degree-or higher. - EDUATT = Educational
attainment; and

GRADE: Highest school grade completed.
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Work Propensity

EXPSAL: The amount of monthly income a eliiant_would make of the
client returned-to work full time at the same 'salary as
the last job. If no information was available, minimum
wage was substituted. EXPSAL= Expected salary; and

TURNAR: Short'for "turnaroupd time", this. is:a ratio scale
derived from the formula below:

time in last job
Turnarotind

time in last job' + time since unemployed

It is intended to be a job stability index. One can
nate that the longer a client has held her previous job
and the shorter the time since leaving, the greater the
coeffidient index. The values are expressed in months.

The above predictor variables were selected not onlybon the basis of

their, psychometric characteristics.but also for their ease of obtaining

releVant information from client. An additiona) criterion fdr, the.selec-

tion of variables was that they would be as tinimalty inferential as

possible. In cases where caseworker judgement is called for, as in the

case of JOBSKL or JOBEXP; simple dichotomous scale was used The
.

reliability of these latter Indices by themselves of course minimal,

but these ratings', coupled' wlth additional infbrmatioii could account for

some vafiance (at least theor'etically) in the relationship between cliwit

characteristjcs erloyment status at 60 and 180 days after registra-

)tion.

CaOsal modeling. The search for redictor 'variables began with a
AI

hypCithetiCalcau:sa) model as noted iry he drIginOl proposal for the project.

Such a "working" model helped to crette ways of conceptualizing and mdnipu-
,

lating new data. As Sechrest andPhilltps 4(1979) pointed out, one of the
.

major weaknesses in the use' 8*unobtrusiVe or archival data is the unimagi-

native ways In which data are conceptuafized. A causal model can-therefore
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v.

be both Ap input ,and an Output in the research process. Through the course
. .

of -the project the' initial causal model underwent a series of succe,$,aive

revisions. A version of the model has now evolved, based on.th'e preceding

factor analysis, that appears to posSess both logical and empit7-ical vali

Aity as 'far as it Is currently 'taken with Least Squares regression sta-

tistics.

. The present EiUsal-model.is portrayed depicting the ,predictive

arrangements of for both PPL60 and EMPL180 (i.e., employmerit
A

status 60days,4and 180 days after registration in the PAPA programt). The

model preset-lied in the following pages modifies the factor structure in two

ways: it combines the Work Propensity factor and Job Competence factor

into one higher ordei construct labeled Job Readiness and the Motivation

Factor was subdivided into two subordinate constructs, Cost.to Work and

Benefit to Work. The rationale for combining Work Propensity and Job

w

Compentence was that both relate` to the realm of work in life functionlfg.

The Motivation construct was subdivided C4 the proposition . that in life

decisions, there are almost always opposing forces as one procedes in the

direction of goal achievement (Levine, 1951). Thus the concepts of costs

and-Ariliftts_jeem to describe any motivational state in the consideration
f

of a decision alternative. In the case with AFDC clients, deciding whether
.

to-return to work or not, the complex relationship between monetary bene-,

fits and'costs for returning to work are described bey Durbin (969) and

Chessinger.(1980).T

vo"
The results of. the re4resS'iOn.analyses using data from both cohorts--

s

combined (n = 204) indicated that Job Readiness, Motivartion andife style
.4

constructs are 1 significantly' 'related to employment status 60 days after

.94
0

4

3:
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Figure 4. Causal Model constructs predicting 'Employment Status 60.days after
registration: First and Second Cohorts fn214).-
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or
registration'(See Figure 4 on page 44). However, the'strength4of thee

multiple correlations were fairly weak. In the case of the Life Style

/-
construct, the multiple correlation was based on insignificant zero-order

correlationS. All 16 predictor variables-taken together resulted in a

multiple correction of R ;24 113'(F = 2.72,E Df.=116, 187, P S .005). Thus a.

maximum of 18.8% of the variance is acounted for in relating the predActor..:

variables to employnient status at 60 days (EMPL60) . Finally', four

variable's, turnaround nt time (TURNAR, r = .23) time on AFDC (TMAFDC, r

.24), time on Food Stamps (TMF'S, r;-=, .24), and AFDC allotmenfat re9istra-

tion (AFDCRG, r = .27)were significantly (P < .05) related to the -tri-

terion.

The use of employment status at 180 days (EMPL180) as,a criterion (See

Figure 5,. page 45) variable resulted in much stronger relationships betWeen

the predictor and criterion measures. There were six variables with signi7,
r

(
fica zero-order correlations (P < .05), Turnarodnd time (TURNAR,.r = :1

.25); eed for job experience (JOBEXP, r ,-. .20);' time on Food Stimps(1MFS,

p = .27); amount- of AFDC grant at registration (AFDCRG, 'r = .26); the

* amoynd of Food Stamp allotment at registrationFSREG, r = ..22); and the

ratio of needs completed,overdtotal needs (NDCOM, r =7.23).., However, the.

,
. .

number of significant mujtiple correlations .declined, relative to the 6'O
t

day anagipsis. The 'significant multi-variable constructs,were Job Readiness

(R = 09) and Life Style, (R 7 .28.), All 16 predictor variables-c6Nbined

using the first cohort (p = 92) .resulted in .a multiple R' .58 (F = 2.39,

Df = 16, 75, P < .005). A 'maximuM of 33.7% of the variance'is accounted -

for between the predictor variables and the criterion measure (EMPL180).
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Therefore, it was concluded that a criterion measure based on

employment at 180 Lys after registration in the PAPAs appear 'o be far

more promising than a criterion measure based on employment status at 60

days following registration. One for the stronger relationship,

could be attributedto the base-rate problem, that only 25% offhe subjects

,possess either part-time or full -time employment at 60 days while 33% are

employed part-time or full-time 180 days after registration, thus providing '+

a less skewed distribution of scores. Another reason could be that there

is more time for individual differences in employability traits among the

clients to manifest themselves in employment. Nevertheless, a highlight at

this,pdint4s:the apparent

i.e., Job .xperferIce,Oob

vital importance of the Work Readiness

skills and a consistent(work history in

functidn,

securing

employment for these wbjects. Another highlight was the emerging signifi-

cance of the needs completed variable (NDCOM) at 180 days after'registra-

tion. The degree to which clients were able to complete their treatment

plans was significantly. (p C .05) associated with employment status at lsp

days follbwing registration.' One must remember, however, that correlation

does not necessarily mean causation.

Discriminate analysis. The next step' in'building a predictive measure

was to identify the Most powerful and efficient combination of discrimi-

natim variables relative tab the criterion measures, EMPL60 and EMPL18Q
CI

respectively, The classical method for developing and validating a measure()

is to derive a prediction equation with discriminating variables from onek

` ) population andtheh to determine the degree to which it predicts correct

classifications in a second similar population. Unfortunately, this method

could only be applied using the EMPL6O criterion, the. Weakest of the two
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criterion measures in terms to the base rate problem. Nevertheless, a pro-

cedure was employed to determine whether a prediction equation could be

developed using EMPL6Q as the criterion measure according to, the cfla§sical*

test development aproaches.

A discriminate function analysis was conducted on the first cohort

(n&98) using EMPL60 (employment status at'60 days after registration)'as

the criterion measure with the 16variable prediction equation derived

from, the causal modeling procedure-. The 'results,of the discriminate

sis revealed that 16 variable discriminate function could have occurred by

chance factors alone.(0 > .05). Only one variable in the ction,'turn-

around time (TURNAR), could be'Used to differentiate groups". refore it

was concluded that a valid prediction equation could not Atformulated'and.

that a cross validation method using separate data sets could not be;

employed. The results of this analysis are presented on Table 7 on the

next page.

A second discriminate analysis was conducted using both, the first and

second cohorts combined to generate a,prediction fUnction. Such a method

obviously introduces the risk of Type I error, i.e., the obtaining of ,

falsely positive results. Nevertheless, with the knowledge of such risks,

an analysis was conducted to determine whether discriminant function could

k
be obtained from a- larger data set (n 2105) with more statistical'Ower.

The results of the analysts indicated that if' rit discriminate

function was obtained P < .001) with si7714ndi predictor variables

significantly
e . . ,

(P < .05) associated With the criterion measure (EMPL60

The Oof the analysis are es'ented in.Table 8 on page 50.
' -,o,

-'- Therefore, 't was 'concluded a screening measure to distfnguish. potentially"
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Table. 7

able Predictionialuation for Employment at days PI,60)
gist9ation as criterion measure using first c sort (n 98)

,

Variable

-Pc

Unstandardized Canonical
Discriminant F finction

(toeffitient
m

1. BENWOR
2. FSREG
3. AFDCRG
4. MEDLOT
5. TMFS
6. TMAFDC
7. CULT
8. EDUATT
9. GRADE
10. EDNED
11. JOBSKL
12.,E$PSAL
13. SSTURNAR

14.400BEXP
15. PERNED
16. NDCOM

Constant

1003
.002

-.00
-.002_

.1706

.33k
-.052
-.042
.525

.302

T.005
2:155
-1.2t0
-.013

.198

1.978

I

:813
.874

1.684
.662

3.149
2,338
1.442
.049f .201
.653

.928

.145

6.934*
1.754
.000

.509,
11.

E envalue CavnicaI
Correlation

.42

Wilk Chi
Lambda Squared

.82 ---- 17.29 .3671

Classification

Actual Group
1

Predicted Group

(1) Potentially (2) Probably
Employable Unemployable leo

(1) Employed , 14 (correct) 8 (false Percent
(Full-time,
part-time)

negatives) correctly
classified
69.39%

- (2) Unemployed 22 (false
positives)

54 (correct)

.05

61
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Table 8
'

:

'A9.6 Variable Predictjlai Equation for Employment at 60 days After
Registration (EMPL60 as criterion_Teasure: Using First and
SecondCohorts 017205) \.

ariable
Unstandardized Conical
Discriminant Function
Coefficienf

1. .BENWOR
2.- FSREG
3. AFDCRG%
4. MEDLOT
5. TMFS
6. TMAFDC
7. CULT
8.- EDUATT
9.. = GRADE

41p. EDNED'
lt JOBSKL
12'.',EXPSAL

13. TI)RNAR
14. JOBW:
15. PERNED,
16. NDCOM____

Constatti

Eigenvalue

.

.219'

.003

.002 -
-.007
-.003

-.018
.008,

.540(--

, .063

A .117

.214

.610

-,001
1.331
-.984
.157
.157

-2.668

t.

.394
-1.575
15.200* 7-

,7)5.649* - -
( 869*

950*
374*

1.327
3.294
.916

.878

13.720*
1.948
.826
.000

tanonical milks Chi
rikt

.Correia ton Lambda Squared

.42., .82 - ; 38.5-5 -,_,001

'Classification

Actual Group

(1) Employed

.part-timMir

(2) Unemployed

*P < .05

IP

Iledlcted Group

(1) Pote'ntially (2) Probably
Emp-Toyab le Unemployable

28 (cOrrgpt)

Y

44 (false
positives).

s--

16 (false
. Percek

negatives) correctly

1

culassifi4d
70.73%, .5\

11,(correct)
--, 7'1 Pr.

0

I

.

40'
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employable from probably unemployablepuld be explored with further analy-
.

ses.

Since a 16 variable measure would be too cumbersome to use in the

field to perform calculations for predictions, four variables were selected

on the basis of a) the strength of correlation with the criterion, b) the

least amount of inference (i.e., requiring the recording of only factual

information), and c) the absence of implications regarding race or ethnic

groups. Using these criteria, four variables were selected: 1) the amount

of AFDC grant at registration (AFDCRG); 2) the total amount of time on food

stamps since age 16 expresi.ed in months (TMFS); 3) total time on AFDC, since

age 16 expressed in months (TMAFDC), and the ratio of the time in the last

job to the time in the last job plus the time unemployed since the last job

%(TURNAR). A discriminant function analysis was then conducted using only

thdse four variables. The results of to analysis revealed that a signifi-

cant discriminant functionwas obtained with a 68.57% percent correct

classification index. The results are presented in Table 9 on the next

page.

However, even though the diScriminant function is statistically signi-

ficant, the degree of practical significance is questionnable. The per &-

fage of correct classifications (reliability) would appear to be rather low

for practical use with individuals, especially in the Naples District in

which only 50 and 59% of the clients of the respective cohorts would have

been correctly classified. Finally, and perhaps the most important reason

for questioning the use of the above equation for the development of a

screening 'device is that the 60 day time interval Seems to be far too short

for.the service interventionsto have taken effect,'in light of the
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Table 9
/

A Four Variable Prediction Equation for Employment at 60 days
after registration (EMPL60) as criterion measure using First
and Second Cohorts (n=210)

Variable
Unstafldardfzed Canonical
Discriminant Function
Coefficient

F

1. TMFS .020 9.38*
2. TMAFDC -.008 7.86*
3. AFDCRG .009 16.11*
4. TURNAR -1.463 10.16* '

Constaht -1.309

(
Eigehvalue f -4rionical Wilks Chi

ebrrelation Lambda Squared

.11t3L-L---- i .32 .89-' ";', 23.02 .0001

Classification

(

Actual Group Predicted Group

(1) Potentially (2) Probably
Employable Unemployable

. ,
) Employed , 29 (correct) 18 (false Percen
(Full-tiMe, negatives) corre y
part-time) classified

68.57%
(2) Unemployed

I
48 (false , - .115 (correct)

positives)

Correct Classifications by 15A 15A and Cohort

First Cohort

BTS 77%
(n=31)

Naples 50%
(n=28)

Miami 75%
(n=39I

Second.Cohort

88%
(n=25)

5.9%

(n=22)

68%
(n=65)

*P < .05

a

4
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increase in the strengi f the NCOM variable (needs completed) from 60
1

days to 180 days. -Therefore, because of the 'Hefted operational signifi-

cance of the function and because of the validity of the criterion measure,

the above analysis is.not recommended for the development of a client

,
screening/selection measure for use in the field.

A discriminant function analysis with all 16 predictor variables was

alvi conducted usingthe employment status 180 days after registration

(EMPL180) as the r;terion measure withie first cohort (n = 92) . Given
4e

the time Wamete s of the project, a cross validation couTiot be con-

ducted with the'180 day criterion. Nevertheless, the, esults of the

discriminant analysis relfealed there were seven significant disdriminating
)

variables; 1) theomount of Food Stamp allotment at registration (FSREG) ;

The amount of AFDC grant at registration (AFDCRG); time on Food Stamps

since age 16 (TMFS); time on AFOIONnce age 16 (TMAFDC); culture membership

. (CULT); turnar2und-time.(TURNAR);wirid the ratio of needs completed over

total needs (NDCOM). The discriminant 'function was also sign,,ificant (X2

38.41, Df = 16,p < .001). The resdllk are4sented in Table 10 on

)

the

)

next page.

A sixteen variable predictignte4wation Auld likely have little

utility in the field and the: use of insignificant predictor variables could

not be defended psychometrically. Therefore, the .following f variables

were selected from the previous diirilinant and regression analyses using

the same criteria as discussed4 in the previous analysis: 1) time on Food

Stamps (TMFS); the amount of time on AFDC (TMAFDC); 3) the'amcInd of AFDC

allotment at registration (AFDCRG) ;' and 4) turnaround time (TURNAR), The

variable CULT,'rellating to culturalt d was dropped because it nay

s.*

-44
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Table 111

Summary of discriminant,1<lis of using predictor variable
with Employment Status At 180 days (EMPL180) as criterion measure
with First Cohort (n=92) 4 ki

Variable
Unstandardized Canonical
Discriminant Function
Coefficient\

F

1. BEWOR
2. FSREG
3. AFDCRG
4. MEDLOT
5, TMFS
6. TMAFDC
7. 'CULT

8. - EDUATT

9. GRADE
10. EDNED
11. JOBSKL
12. EXPSAL
.13. TURNAR
14. JOBEXP
15. PERNED
16. NDCOM

Vstant

-.000
.001

.009

.029

016
.667

-.001

-.045
-.355

-.280
.004

-1.480.

1.201
.121

-1.537
-3,478

.00

4.8 *
10.5
2.72
9.86*
6.90*
4.05*
.03

2.83
.73

1.67
.68

7,09*
2.38
.11

4.57*

Eigenvalue,

.598

Canonical
Correlation

.61

Wilks Chi
. Lambda Squared

.63 38.41 .001

Classification

sActua) Group

(1) dkployed
(Full -time,

part-time)

(2) Unemployed

*P c .05

Predicted Group

(1) Potentially
Employable

a

(2) Probably
'Unemployable

25 (correct)
e

12 (false

Pdsitives)

Percentercent
negatives) correctly

classified

46, (correct)

7. 'Y..
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discriminate against disadvantaged groups regarding equal 'access to putilicl,'

employability services and thus be challenged od the legal basis of Adverse_

Impact. Thp needs completed variable (NDCOM) Was also drOpped-since this

is a process variable, pertaining to progress made toward removing .

constraints,in the PAPA programs during the first 60,days. Only input
fiA

variables can be.used for diagnostic/prescriptive decisions $t intake. Thy
if

results ,of the discriminant funciton analysis. using the four-variable pre-

dictor equation are presented in Table 11 on paje on' the next 'page.

The results of the analysis revealed that the .four varfable discrimi-

nate-'function could not have occurred due to chance factors alone (P.<

,0003). The canonical correlation (R7.40. indicates that a fair- amount of

varfance.(21%) cou141 be accounted for in relating the discrimina,e
-variables to classification in groups. The four variables Ase raw data

4 ,

that can readily he obtained through interviews with clients in which the

amount of client and caseworker inference is low. There may be a potential

for-memory distortion through having clients recall

onths they have -receivh Food Stmps and AFDC grIhts s

v

total number of

nce age 16 as_ well

as how many months they had worked on their previous job. Nevertheless:

the caseworkers assigned to tollect th6se kinds of data for the resen

'study did not apppar to have much difficulty in obtaining such information.

'ThereJore, our conclusion is that an instrument can be developed, with

prac, ) utility, to distinguish the potentialCY employable from the pro-

bably unemployable using tk-four variables: time an Food Stamps (TMFS);

time on AFbC (TMAFDC) ; the amount of AFDC grant at registration (AFDCRG) ;

and the ratio of.time-in last job divided-by-time ih last job plus tim

since unemployed (TURNAR):

.1)

ZP
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Table 11

1
1 ,

A Four Variable Prediction-Equati6n,Fqr -Employment Status at 1'80
days after registration' (EMPL180) as criterion measure -

Variable-
Unsta.ndardized Canonical
fScriminant Funct4bn,

Coefficient . - 'k
F

..1

1. TMFS
2. TURNAR
3. TMAFDC
4. AFDCRG

Constant -

-.034

. .009

-1.675^

V 7.09*
6.90*

10.50*

41111

Eigenvalue

.276

'

Canonical
Correlation

.46

Chi P

LUbda Squired

Classification

Actual Group

(1) Employed
(Full -time,

part-time)

Unemployed

.78 ''11.42 .0003

Predicted Group

,11) Potentially
mployable

25. '(correct)

16 (false
positiJes)

*P (*.05

(2) Probably
Unemployable',

9 (false Percent ,

negatives), *correctly'
claslifieg,
72.83%

:42 (correct)

68

t1
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,

kfinal note is that the four variables identffied above are
,-

\ "survivors" from the Majo r. constructs contributing to employment. namely
r

[fife Style (TMF$, TMAFDC) Motivatiod (AFDCRG) and Job Readiness (TURNAR).

The single,most,potential variable in predicting employment is TURNAR which,.

is considered to be an indicator of employmentstability. Elements of
tl

educatidnal.history such as degrees, credentials or grades do not appear to

bk an important factor in predi6ting future.employment for this population.

9

4

C

.

69 .
V
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Objective II:

Determine the Reliability with which Predictions of Emp]oyability Can Be
Made

4
There .are two predominant issues in establiShiPg thg reliability of a.

measure, the stability of a score over time and the internal .consistency of

the measure. Stability is typically assessed through,t7-st-retesmethods

while internal consistency is` assessed through the use of various-fd6ulae
ir

estimates or through split-half. methods. Given the'data obtained in the

present project, the establishing of stability of predicitonacross groups

was not possible since the relationship betWeenpredictor variables and

employment it 60 days was weak to perform cross validations. Thus,we

were left with only one data set (n.9.2) with 180 day data with which to

./
develop predictions. Therefore we were limited to the deriving of indicies

of internal consistency as relT.ability,estiAtes only.

The prediction classificatons are based on the four variable scrimi-

nate function presented in Table 11 on page 56 using the Variables TMFS,

TMAFDC,' AFDGRG, and TURNAR. It was highly probabl4 that the function con-

sisting of these four7variables occurred beyond chance factors along (P C

.0003). The canonical correlation (R = .46) and. Wilks Lambda (.78) "can be

interpreted as modest as indices of the accuracy with which the four
N_

variables are able to classify subjects.. The classification results using
,

the entire population of subjects on Who'll 180 data are available were that

72.83% of. the 92 subjects were correctly. classified,using the fundtion to

base prediction on its own data set. There were 16 (17%) false positives,

th6se who were predicted to be employed but were not, and 9 (10%) false

negatives, those who were predicted to be unemployed but were not. Thus .
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the major classification ',emir appleai-s.to lie in the accuracy of predic-.

ting employment rather than unemployment. Thi'S would mean,, assuming these

results are stable across populations, that there is a higherprobabilit

Of investing resources in individuals who are probably unemployable than in

dengIng resources to indiyiduals whq are potentially employable'. AFrom,a

humanistic perspective, it would better to err in the false positive direc-..

.tion than in thereverse. There would be humanistically unfortunate4de-
,

sions made on 10% of the population.

While such results appear enOouraging, one additional. analysis should

,/
be ma to/take into account that 50% of classifications.would be randomly

correct In other words, if caseworkers assigned clients as theyomd in

the door to one of the two groups at random, they would be correct 50% of

the time. A proportional reduction in error statistic is Tau-as described
,t A

in Klecka (1980) which can be described as follows:

tau =

tau

nc - p.n.

n. - p .n .

-67 - 46,

92 - 46 -Y

= :456

where nc = correct,
classification

n. = total population

p.

k

a a
number of cases
.assigned on the basis
of random assignment

Tau waq calculated to be .46, which means that classification error based on

the four discriminating Variables results in 46% feWer errors than would be-

made- ?y random assignment (i.e., 67 were correctly classifftd4wheh 46 would
,

be classified' correctly by chance).
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A-f i 1 analysis was performed to demonstrate how_well the predict-ions

are made by PA9A,progfam. Ale percentage of correct classifications by

*program are presentedr-intTable 12 on theapext page along with the number of

those who would be classified, as' pOtenfially employable and pr bly

unemployable'1n contrast to actual placements.' Theresujtsi,rAVet-r5;:t the

predictions appear to be very effective for-the N.gilpopuTation, jnd

somewhat lessifor Brooksville, Sumteryille, Tavares and ever :less so for

ItNmight be interesting to view the results from the perspective

that Miami expended resourcei-on 21 of 36 who would be predicte6,0 be

"probably unemployable ", and Brooksville et al. tried_ to assist 21. of 33

who would ave,beeri classified as "probably unemployable". Thus the merit

of such an instrument derived from the diScriminating variables may be in

helping to identify those who are unlikely to profit from services offered

by the PAPA. programs.

From these analysis, the following recommendations .fie made

1. Establish the stability of the predictions of employability_ at 180
days after registration on the 121 subjects of the secondgcohort.

2: In addition to 180 day preOictions, formulate predictions based on
one,year after registrtfion. With a larger percentage of the

4 population securing work, thd reliability of predictions may well
1301.imdroved. Such an index would also take into account benefits

Eger. term interventions that result in skill-building or
fAconcept'development,

'fel 1447:
Cdotlio 0'r

4 rt
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A*
Table 12

Ctinrect Clatsifications by PAPA Program

Correct
Programs , Classifications-

,
ir

X

B-T-S
(n=33)

Naples
(n=27)

Miami
(n=30)

Potentially
Employable

tl

43.

,Prob ly

Une oyable

Predictqd Actual Predicted Actual

73% 12 9 21 24

85% 20 21 vor

67% 3 . 21 27

ti

4
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/
Develop/ Users Manual to

Objective

se thef62 Employability.kredicti n Form

.... .
i ,

In order to provide casemanagers with a means/for determining whether
,

a client' is either potentially employable or probably unemployable, a
4

discriminant function 4nl --(Kleka;'1:975),was<conducted td derive a pre-
rut.

dftion formula 1.i.Sin0010tiiaCI(groun'd variabe. The' research methodolw

for derivingAheji).1104.::Wasi:oresented*O6Jective I while a discutsion of

its relia6i14ty iS1100e0t4-10 The analyses revealed that
7

a Mathem000- *0001A- o employme status at. 180 days after

-4
-regl$traX19,1104aS!110 .1$14110entinternai consistency to explore its

6,1e' though. the formula yields' an .employabi-
.

. .

. lity:IndexAEN2WOOPt'Wtised,with caution since the stability of the

function- a40 'b1a 040004kn) As yet notlnown, i.e. its ability to make

acc atpredictions" on new data sets, Nevertheless, the following poiOce'.-

es could be used if-m4Aseworkers or payments workers wish to explor6 the

potential use of the formula.. Please remember,. the employability index

(EI) derived from these pr§Eavres is a coeffiCient to improve 'upon or

augmept existi empJOyability indicators. It is NOT intended as a

repldcement for-on-going asseslknt procedures.

The employability Index. The al§Oraic`forgiula for the classification
#

of individuals in terms of potentially unemployable or probably

unemployable is a folloWs:

1.`

EI = AFDCRG(.009) + TMFS(.034) TMAFDC(.,014)

- TURNAR(1.338) 1.6-75
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_

EI = Employability Index is a score on a unidimension scale of
employability from -3 (a very high probability of employment)
to +3 (very low probability of employment);

4,

AFDCRG = Amount of AFDC -grant foi-'whIch an individual is eligible for,
at 'registration; ,..

dr'
TMFS = VW amount At time a client has receiOt foqd stampssince

el 0 .

age 16,'expresed in months; .4 r

TMAFDC = Total amaunfvf time an individual hes'redeiT3 AFDC grant
since qge'16, expressed in months;

/
TURNAR '= Ratio of - months in 1 1,s_Aewlob,

(months jast,job) months since mplOyeA)

For each\variable in the discriminant iquation; a numerical weight,
V.

called a discriminant coefficient (D.C.), was derived to 'optimize the

correct classification of individuals in termsvof potentially %goloyable or

--probably unemployable (See Table Each,'score on the fOur

variables is muftiplied by its discriminant coefficient (et.): These pro-
,

ducts= are then added (or subtracted depending on whether there is a plus or

minus sign in front of the coefficient). The constant i$
. 1

therilltddedtor.

subtracted from th koducts,depending on its sign in thfk formula. 'These

adilittonS and subtractions yield score` called the Employability. Index

OW) which is a-tiUmber-on a unidimensiona). continuum fiom -3.(very high

probability of securing employment after 180 days) to. +3 (very low' probabi-

lity of securing employment after 180 gays). 'Employabilt$y Indicds with

values less than 0 would place clients into a potenttally employable, group

while employability-indicies with values greater than 0 woulal.place clients

**,

into the probably unemployaille group. Figure .6 on the next page demon-
.

, .

.

strates hoW the distribution of Employability Indices.fall on the contindm

fo0 r -3 to +3; The l't are EI's darned by individual vho were employed after
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Symbol' Group tfibel 0 64

1 1 ' Potentially employable
2. 2d Probably unemployable

F

R

E

Q

U

E

N

C

Y

7
8

Potenti y- 2

employable 2
6+ 1

1

1

1

4+ 1

1

12 22 2
12 22 2

1 11122 12
1 211122,q2
1 2 111111111212
1 2 111111111212

2 40

OUT

1

1

11

11

Group Centrois

ti

\k,

All-GROUPS STACKED HISTOGRAM
--CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 1-- *

-3 -2 -1

'Classification Results:,

Actual Group

Group 1

Grail) 2

1

Probably
unemployable

2

2

2

2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 E22 22 2 2. 2

2.222 22 2.2 2

22222 222222222 2 2

22222 222222222 2 2

112222 1221111 2 221 2 2

112222 221111 2 221 2 2

0 1 2 3

2

001mal discriminating line

o.WN of Predicted. GroupM ership
Gases 1 2

34 25 9

73.5 26.5

58 16 42
27.6 72.4

.

F.

Pct. Correctly
Classified

OUT

r
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'180 days while the 2's represent'EI's earned by clients who were unemployed

-) after 1po days in the respective PAPA's. Each individual is represent by 2.

numbers placed on top of one another such as 1 or 2.
1. 2

It must be pointed ou.t that the extreme scores along the continuum are

the most accurate predictions, but that. drawing distinctions between groups

using.scores in the midrange would be much less accurate. In actual prac-

tice, the recommended strategy would be to inter et the'Emrloyability

Index as an .estimate gf the degree to which a lient is employable rather

,

than as dichotomous disrcriminator of the proverbial "sheep vs. goats."

One approach in using the egpation might be in instances where the

410

demands for service are greater than the supply.
4

For example, if there are
r.

200 PAPA applicants for.50 openings in a unit's caseload, the 200 applicants

can be rank-ordered and the tbp_50 selected for admission to the program.

The presumption here is that PAPA's are limited human xesources and should

be used by those individuals who would most likely profit from service.

This approach could be called a triage or "top down" approach.

An all Crnative approach might be to assume that all those with high

ne,iative employability indices, .for example between -2 and -3, would pro-

bably secure emploYment without special public assistance. Therefore,

L
assistance should be given to those individuals who earn and above toward

0 si"nce,the'y are thg, ones for*whom the effort of a casemanager and comple-
,% V

mentary services might thakewa difference'. The-determinination of whether

0"
to admit pidivid4pls using the "top down"' strategy dr to, admit those. -hi' the

upper mid-range cap be made with the acquisition of additonal observations

and the systematic collection of data.

77
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While the internal consistency of the above equation was 61%

correct classifications of probably employable and 82% correct classifica-.

tions of probably unemployable, the ultimate choice of a cut-off point must

be based on considerations of potential costs and benefits to the client

and to the agency. As cut-off scores are set higher, there is an increased

risk
"uof

denying service to those who might profit (assuming resources are

C'tec

vailab)e). On the other hand, as cut-off scores are set lower, there 'is

n increased risk of providing service to individuals who might not be able-
0

.

to profit from'the kinds' of §ervices offered by the PAPA's and as a

consequence, there would be a waste of public dollars and prestige of ser-

vice.

1

Therefor6 if the EI is to be used as a screening criterion, please

use it kith caution.
.

The AFDC Employability Preciton Form jspresikfte'dIn Appendix III

which can be used to calculate the Employability Index. The use of -a

simple hand calculator js recomended to perform the multiplications and

additions.
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Objective IV:

Evaluate the Effeciveness ofthe PAPA's Individuals'-to Secure

At its inception, the present project was viewed primar ily as ta

research.stydy to develop.an.employabiity measure and secondarily as an

evaluation effoet to assess the effectiveness of the PAPA units. Howev r,1

during the negotiation of the cOntrAct, thiproject staff was asked by the

Division of Economic Services to emphasize the evalyation. of th respective

PAPA peggramt as well. Thus; in order to evaluate a phenomenon, some,cri--

teria had to be formulated on which to make comparisons. and base juslge-
.

ments. Prior 4the site Visits to the respect tVe PAPA's in the June of

1983 the following evaluation standards were establi hed by the research.

team. f7

Evaluation Standards for PAPA Programs

Valid Screening processes. Did thte-screeriing processes used to
admit clients to the PAPA programs possess sufficient validity so
-that individuals are identified who have high pptential for pro-
fiting from the services offered? f '

. /

- ' -

,

)

Diagnostic /prescriptive assessment of client tervice needs. Were
client needs assessed and were unit and community resources iden-
tified to help clients systematically addressneed and constraints.
that hinder employment?

Case management system. Is there an individual who is rbsponsible
for maintainiag records soand for regularly following,a client
through the treatment process?

Effective utilization of community resources. Are'the clients
using tbeavaitable resources to remediate client n s?

Job development and placement system. Are the e -personnel
assigned to. identify jot; opportunities in the community for AFDC
clients? Are clients matched with jobs in terms of abilities,
inferestY, and prior jobexperience?

Systemmatia outcome evaluation. Are client and employer-follow-up
procedures condOcted?

79
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Standard 1. .Screening criteria. As discussed in the description of the

respective programs, the caseworkers at all three PAPAs felt a need fOr

assistance in this area. Presently, screening is accomplished pri rily

through caseworker.judgement, or:through the use of a "perform nce test"

(or some bstacle) to distinguish motivated from unmotivated clients.

Unfortunately, a host of researcstudies have dembstrated that the

accuracy of clinical judgement varies widely in terms of validity and

reliability of prediction (Endicott and Spitzer, 1972; Wiens,-.1976). The

effectiveness of clinical predictions appears to be influenced by the

skills of interviewer, th)clarity of categories to which one is pre-

a

dicting, and the degree of inference used to make ratings. Presently; 75%

of the PAPA, clients across all three sites are,unemployed 60 days-
.

registra on and .67* are unemployed after 1814.days. Resources we
A

expended on of their client's who would have been predicted "p bly

unemployable" after'180 days using the employability, index (E

Objective III. /Perhaps this'record can be impaoved with the use of a

,,,valid, objective screening instrument that helps to identify individuals

who have little likelihood of profiting from the services offered by the

PAPA's.

Recommendatioh. Our recommendation is that the PAPA programsThar-
ticipating at present. explore the use of the instrument and procedures
presented in Objective IIIof this docuMent on tryout basis.. Secondly, be
sure to collect follow-up information' on both clients admitted.to programs
and those not admitted.to confirm the stability of the predictions. Algo,
try to keep accurat4 records 91 60 day',,180 day, and 1 year employment sta-

`tus.

An-interesting.research study might Wto have caseworkers,, on the
basis of existing information, classify whether an applicant is either
potentially employable or probably unemployable with existing information
'and'then to compare their classifiCations with-the formula'classifications
At 60 and 180 days after registration.

:"

ti
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Standard 2. Diagnostic/Pr6;criptive assessment Qf dient needs for
,

,service. A successful employability program should sensitively and

accurately appraise client needs that impede employment. ,,This can be

accomplished through skillful interviewing procedures or througki. tAting.

Sometimes skillful assessment can differentiate between the services

clients say,they would like to have vs. those they should have:to addlss

more fundamental employability issues. For example, ,some perceived

barriers or constraints ,(takt for.instanctransportation) may actually.

-serve as masks or rationalizations for more fundamental problems such as

lack of stelf-confidence in ones ability to perform in a job, fear of being

rejected in a job interview, feelings of .worthlessness; lack of belief, in

ones ability to,learn or cope with unfamiliar situations, or some other

immobiliiing attitude. -.Some individual's in a c'risis' situation may_ be able

1

to cope with only temporary support /while others mapregtiire more intensive
a

.

And extensive assistance to overcome self-defeating attitudes. Both types

of clientl_with very different abilities for'copirig with stres,may.declare

transportation as a barrier. A sensitive and skillful interviewer is able.

to help clients understand their problems and help them obtain necessary

and helpful assistance,

7

Fjarther, caseworker attitudes and beliefs about the welfare client may''

also .influence' the assetsMent.of need. If a 4aeworkei., believes the

welfare Client is _beset mainly by,self-defeatingtitudes; then.sucli ser-
-,,,.

.

vices asmental health or vocational counseling would be called for. On

the other hand, if aseworker believes welfare lients ire besiat'mainly

by aja-ck 6f,capabilities then' such services as job skill traini4ng,.educa-

tidn or interview skill training would be called for. As mntiontd
.,

81 ti
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previously, the three pilot-PAPA's appear to hake very different assump-
. r.

1.1

tions about the lure of the welfare client and the kinds of serv.ioes that
,

would be helpful -fo'r them. Information out client needs in the PAVAs is e
4.--

p`re.gentect, on. Table I.Non the next page for 'the Secone(Jnel cohort . A ,"-
4

'1,.ist of services is provided on the Resource Uti 1 izationSurvey (See F501/
.ak

Supplementary Data ForM, Aivenlix ,II)- and a 'caseworker checks the

appropriate, services needed. -by, Clie4ts' on the basis of an intake interview.

The number 'and percentage ,of clients indicating a need for the respective

services ND), allelP4ed ihe ,Table by PAM progra The number of

cli.en rolled 'tENbLLI it a' service or thaving completed 4COM)

...0is al b presented. -
indiCated earlier.; -while "ti?e, Programs$ arequite differen WI

,
. 4., ,

,
, . i,

respect to their stated Rhilosciphie's, the emphasis on certain nee s of.:.. 4 s
e .

e . . . .. . .

a service
AP

:their .respective cliinf 'populations 'is4grikingly similaHr: The 'Naples,

easeigorker.Views the -top five, need categories (in descenting order of

ki or ity) job' -informatjon; transportation, job 'skill, trainind, employabi
f . .

lity`skill traMtng and job experience. The Brooksville, Sumterville,
,

Tavares site (DiStrtct III) sees the priority needs in descending order:*A- . ., .. . 44

job shill training, eniployability sk111.training., job information; 'job

-experience and vocation al counseling. The kriorit'y needs for service in'
. .

Miami (District *I), gre',itplascendin'g order:. job information, emp,lOyabi-
,

plityskill tc-aintrig, jObskiiliraining, job experience and vocatitnal coin,-
, . .,

.

, t! - ...-- .?
.4- teiing. TherefNe ple programs appear 't13 be senflir in terms of the4lkinds, ..,...___ ., .. 0

, '
1 t e

. - of ..high, 01-iority servipe needs-. common to :all Programs, 'services related
- '.,tf. 0.to the- consti-uit- Job,Reddine$s are paramount. In ielcilion to th*"ser- ..

r

vices, the unique need of Vie N'ap4es population ,is tifantrkortatiOn while the
I .

t
4

A

Eir2

-0,

e.
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Num er of individuals _indicating need f4 service (ND), present ly enrol led 'in service (,Enroll) mid completed
se vice (Com), by PAPA 'Program 60 days after r140 strat i OA : second Cohort

Table,

Service
Provided -.

4

.

s,

.

,

ND

.---1

.,
Naples ( =29)

Enrol l Com
,

Sumtervi I le, 4

.

Brookville, Taveres
(n=26)

ND Enrol l Com 0

,

Miami (n=67)

Enrol l Com

--- Total (n=1221

ND's Enroll

P .

Com

Job Ski

Training

Employability
it 'Skill Training

19(65%)

15( 55%)-

3. Job Experience 15(51%)

:4'. Adult Educaf ion *10(31%)

5.. Vocat Jowl '10(34%)

Counseling

6 .' GED preparation 13(45%)

7.; Mental Health ' 1( 3%)

" Counsel Jng

8. P4ysic.al ' 0

Disabilities
Compensation

9. Job InforMat i 25(86%)
.

1a. Children /Daycare §68%)
:" Services

0.

Li. Chi ldr04/Filds+'- 10(34%)

0 26(100%) , 5

0 9 , 26(100 %).. 4 0

2 0 20(77%) 1 0

0 5(19%) . 0 0

- 2 20(77%) 0 1 7

5 0 3(12%) 0 0

0 4(15%) 0
14

1(4%) '0.
I

14 . 23(88%) 0' -,14,

, 0 1 9(35%) 0 0

0' ,1 5(19%). 0

0

1

6(-9 %).' 0
o

0(0%) .0

0(0%) 0

52( 78%) .

2(3%) t' 0

0(0%)

1 52(43%)

1 51,(44t)

44(36%) 4

or 4 14(11%)

0 31(25%) 04
, 1

.

21(17%)

4%)

1(. 89414 '

1

10

2

'0

0

2 99(81%) 44 27

0 19(16%) 0 1

0 4401%) 1

"".4
.



Table 13 continued

Service
Prpvtded

.

ND

Naples (n=2,)

,

,Enrol 1
.

Com

.Sumteri,ille,

Brookville, Taveres
(n =26)

./ ND Enroll tom

.

0

%

Miami (n=67)

.

Enroll

. k

.

,,,

Com ND

W

Total 0=122)

.

Enroll Com

_12. Transportation l 20(69%).

Transportaiton 0(0%) 0
\ Funds

14. Language 1(3%) , 0
Assistance .

15. alildreh/pealth 2(7%)
Service4

16Medical Services 2(7%) )1

17. Public Houstfig 0(0 %)
,

0

18. Other 0(0%) 0
R.

Other . 0(0%) 0
,..

20. Other . 0(0 %) 0
141 21

eeds per client .

Releur
Unlizatio0

SerVite
ailiza ionb

- 4- 0

3(4%)

0(0%) :

0 0 31(25%).

0 7(10%) 0

0 0(0%) *- 0 1 0 '0(0%)

0 1(4%) 0 0 0(0%)

0 2(8 %) J.

0 ?(8%) 0

0 010%) l' 0

,

_

0 0(0%) 0

0 0% 0
5 103 II

0 0(0%)

0 2(3%)'

0 0(0%)

0 '0(0),

1.6

:33

.*5.59 5.30 .*

. .29

1.1

apU = 'Needs EnfLolMd + Needs-Completed/Total Needs.

rM AP

4

85 H.

a

b

,,.

J

0,

0.

6

0

0, 31(25%) 0'

0 7(6%)

0 1(.8%) 0

3(2%) 1

0 49) 2 0,

0 0 0'

0 0(0%) 0 0

0 0( 0%) 0 0'

0 0 0 0
4 0 76 X42

3.36

.29

Jo.
.496

SU = Needs,, rol 4- Needs Completed/Clients

e
at,

<\.

tr.

4

14.

;
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4

Brooksville, Sumterville, :Tavares (B-T-S) and Miami programs both perceive

vocational counsel* as a udique priority service need.

There is a difference however in the average number of needs recor ed

(or perceived) among the programs. Naples recoeds 5.59 needs per client,

B-T-S 5.3p.need per client, and Miami1.62neleds Oterclfent. These dif-

ferences lie either in the nature of the respective client populations, the

ways lIn which needs aro perceived.b4fhe caseworkers, or in the relative

,degrees of care jn which the forms were completed. According to the.infor-

mation potrayed in Table 13 on.pages 71 and 72, the Miami population had

the 'highest indices of Unemployment chronocity indiptors but yet bhe

fewest riur?Or oftridentified weeds per client. It could be that etkher this

population may
N
notot be as "job ready" as caseworkers believe or these are

simply-unmotivated clients who possess few constraints or needs. We

believe, the process ,of completing the Resource UtilIzaliitfrorm (Nllow

Versien) with the'clicht might well provide.an-extr'enItly beneficial inter-
,

view structure for helping the client to Onsitier alternatives for coping

jo,

with an unemplOability problem:
ik

Recommendations.

. 1. Theason for the apparent low number of recorded needs per
client in the Miami program should be investigated in light of chronicill
indicators. It could be that these are.simpiy job ready but'unmotivate7't
individuals. However we wonder .whether the caseworkers are hojping'thvit,'..
clients to Oo "get in touch" th the-complexities of their empluagility 1,
problems. If it is a groblem in assessment skills, then in -vice

p- training workshops migfft be in order. If the anomaly lies ipc'lack of care
Arccomfileting forms, this could= signal morale problems or supervision
problems n the unit for itch other kinds of organizational Oevelopment
Anterven ons_might be appropriate.

a

7

.
1

a 4*"11#

A

4P

.a.

Ix_
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Th6 kinds of priority need .identified'by the B-T-S (district III)
caseworkers appears to be.inconsistent with tthe philosophy espoused by

-William Langq, the District Sbpervisor. The case workers-see needs for
services which enable individuals to become-more job "ready while the philo-
sophy is one of. espousing insight, rieflectton ands k oncept development.
This incongruency could result An'an unproductive o inefficient use of
service resources.

74

3. The use of the new Resource Utilization form is recommended over
.the present chart appearing on the ES4132 form. It provides a more
detailed list of service options which might be useful,for both client
needs appraisal and for research and evaluation.

Standard 3. Case Management System. All RAM's eventually identify

'one individual who takes ,control of a client's record. The job'of the"

Naples (District VIII) 1caseworkerdiffers from the B-T-S (District III)-and

Miami (District XI) caseworkers in thai in Naples, Ms. Baltakis doe's not

take primary responsibility for the payments functiOn while the Apse-

managers of the District III and District XI sites retain the payments

function. 13ing freed of thelkyments,'Ms. BaltakiS does not have the

amount bf.paper load:asemanagek at the other PAPAS and thus she is

able to.devote. more- time to job development and glacement.' This is perhaps

. an, important distinction-from the clients OerspectiVe as well. We specu7

late that if the welfare cliept*perceive's the principal helping agenf ast'
chiefly a needs assessor and-payments givel6 the clientalso may view the

`,4"
^* OD

r,
PAPA process almost exclusi/ely. from these' perspectives" which Ray<ultima-

. .j

tely lead to inaction And lack of follpl7thrg gh. oAer hand, 1)10

the major helping persOn assesses needs alti bicomes an activ .agent in td
.6

#

411,

job development and placement rocesses, a very different pe spectivispf,

the Kelping4relationship may er Payriient.s now-becAes secondary to the

primary gq.al" of obtaining employment: From our.'observations'we conclude''

that a caseworkei"can effectively perfqrm only two of three primary
-4

:s

M.

.44111Wk.

'Ott 88,

AO'
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Natment frictions!. ' -1) assessment, 2) payments and 3) job development and

picement given a load of 60-75 active clients. Therefore, the following

actlons is recommended:

Recommendation: Have the PAPA casemanagers perform assessment job
development and placement functions 'and delegate the payments function to
full -time payments workers. Payments workers can require a highsChool
diploma or AA or AS degree. The Employability counselor on the other hand
requires more sophisticated skills which may warrant-a BS in social work,
,an MS in career conseling with a business background,'or a vocational reha-
bilitation background. ;Ile salaries for the- PAPA casemanagers would be
highor, but the net benefit would be greater (as OM be seen In the
discussion pertaining to Objective V, Costs and Benefits). The Employment
'counselor still maintains control over the case record and is-the primary
client contact person and helping agent.

Standard 4. Resource Utilization'. In addition t61 the identification-

f service needs, it is also important that c1'ients avail themselves, of

'. unit and community human service resources to remedtate the needs.

Signilantirelationship 46ween the ratib of neeasscompleted/total needs

with EMPL18O (r=.23)'speaks to the ifortance of successfully addressing

client need.'

An important program process indicator might be the Resource

Utilization Index as presented in the bollittoeTable .13, pale,71. The

Resource UtilizatiOn index-is derived, by adding the ,number of Oients.

: -* ..'
P

rolled (ENROLL) in the wspectye tervues 1 s the nUMber.completing' ,

ft(....:1,
.

.
, . , ,, . .

I b

(COMrthe service afterV.aaysin the program In Ong e,,s011--;by the:,

-, ,,,, o sr- . ---,... ,

Ille. number of total needs, fidentified for therrtiNla cdtkrti.. Ehroll4d'ane:a
.

a

.:. s' . ,.
. 0. _

4, ...
,

, ..

.

Completed. services' 'are ImObally-ex lusi-Ve cate4ories7:41client .cannot be*:,',p '-,- 1 ,1' ; .4 '' i.
4.,

a

Resource
..; . . .1,, 9

member of both arthe stthe time.: The LiiiiIikaticirrInclei isa' -- '.

-, - - .- 4i;/. ..!.-r *'

_actually percentage -of' the diagnbsed-Bleeds in WhiCh clients.are_cur Pmtly`
. . . . .

T- 1 .

.: . f
receiving asststanevir have completea,Osistanceprq4ram Th0,4s,ourc'e

, ..: 4. ,
..,

Utilifaiion Indicies 'i.ihe_secimid cohort. N weile',aS. followS,:, Ilaptes,,l e* , , 1,:-

,_ . .

, ' V - . .x 4- ,.. . ,- -

*,
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'.33; B-T-S, .29; and Miami, .45.. The meaning of this ratio must be

)
interpreted in light of the number of needs identified per client. Naples .

-
,

and B-T-S were similar in this regard, 5.59.and 5.30 respectively

while Miami was 1.62. Our conclusion from these data is)hat,the r( ios

appear to be somewhat la,/ in all three cases. These indicies suggest
\)

.that less that half of the client needs (33%, 29% and 45% respectively) are
p ,

being attend d. Thus either the services are not available in the respec-

tive communities, or that the clients are not executing their treatment

plans with great zeMk or that clients are able to only work on one or two

needs at a time.
1,

A second process index is the Service Utilization Index (see Table 13

on page 71,. This index is derived f,c9m adding the number of need

enrolled (ENROLL) and the number of needs completed (COM) after 60 days the

PAPAs and dividing the sum by the number of clients in the cohort.

Basically, this a ratio of the number of needy attended to per client..
4

The Service Utilization rat are:: Naples it.6, 90-S 1.1, and Miami .71.
.

,

Thus U.-IQNaples clients are the most actcme clients followed by B-T-S and '

1
.

/
. I

. ..-,

_Miam.i respectively. The Naples clients are more than twice as active in.
1,

r f
`addressing their needs as the Miami clients. One does not know at this

point whether differences among the programs are owed to'the philosophy of

tile program toward identifying and_ responding to client needs, motivation

levtl of clients, the availability of service resources or the effec-,

tiveness''of the retpectiVe caS'eworkericlient relationships, .Perhaps all

possibilities are operating simultaneo0sly.

g.

We conclude from these indices that the Naples-PAPA program is the

4Y most effective of lhe.three in terms/of assessing needs and enabling or
v.

a
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encouraging its client population to address them, followed by the B-T-S

and by Miami programs respectively. Furthers we conlcude there is room for

growth in all progi-ams pertaining to these process indicators as well:

Recommendations
4 r

1. Some needs have a very poor "show rate' and completion rate such as
job skill training, employability skill'training,wocational counseling.
Each program should try to ascertain why this is the case and to explore-
how it might be improved.

11

2. Try to analyze the nature of'the treatment plans for the clients.
Do the-clients understand their needs and why participating in selected,
human service programs might be beneficial? Are the plans mutually agreed
upon? Are 'the treatment plans attainable and provide for initial reinforce-
ment and -encouragement? Are %he plans made concrete as opposed to beigg
vague and suggestive?

3. The caseworkers at each site should investigate the quality of
services provided by other community vendors. Sometimes they can be bum-

..
mers for clients.

4. 'Try to offer sat of the' services within the unit. This _w111 help
the client to increase participation' and involvement. in the unit's'efforts
aq well as to provide an/Opporunity for casemanagers to get to know their
clients. The establishing of a Job Clubs might be an example,(Azrin, 1981).

Standard 5. Job development and placement system. The job develop-
...

ment and placement function of the PAP/Vs is the critical element of the ,

program that distinguishes is from other kinds'of welfare payments ...-

=:.

programs. If lesson has been ledrned fpm the CETA prOgrams, it isthat

welfare recipients will participate in human development programs if they;;

perceiM tangible evi encOof a-pay-off. Thus client motivation to par-

ticipate inthe/Weatment procelses, f tile PAPA may well be -influenced by
1.

the extent to Werthey'trust there 11 be job openings for which' they

can effectively compete given their abilities, interests and work

.hist90a-she job deyelo1;10futictitin-y'Well be the "key" to cli6t
f6'

motiVation je(We program:- r

4) ,

o

/-

d
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- I :

The ways in which the,job development and placement functions are

-managed at the respective sites are quite different. The payments workers
; ,

in District IIIItites (B-T-S) ,are assigned to devote part of their.tiMe to d,

A
job placement. The Sob deveropmerbt is pellformedlby a volunteer' community

task foeCe coordinated under the aegis of Di ?trict Gene'ral Service

Supervisor. The ligkage between the job development functions of the Task

Force and the placement functions of the caseworker did not seem apparent.

The job developMent and placement function at the Dxs 'ct VIII (Naples)

lIrte is managed exclusively by the P A casemanager. The casemana9er

?

.

maintains a current list of job openings in the community and matches the

requiremdnts of thP° job openings with the qualifications of the clients in

the active file. The Miami PAPA program employs several job development

and placement specialists to seek out job openings and to explain tax bene-

fits accrued to prospective employers for hiring AFDC recipients.

0 Our impression is that there must be effective .cq6rdination among the

functions of- .needs assessment, helping clients remediate needs, and job

development. The rtquisite degree of coordination i attained only in

District VIII (all of 'these functions are performed by the same

individual), Naples. Seemingly, if there are communication breakdowns

among any of these functidris, the effectiyenus of the PAPA prograft

be curtailed appreciably. Further, the job development, and placemtnt-f

tiof require different sets of job competencies (i.e., ptlities'and

attitudes), than thetpayments or assessment functiohs. Our observations
411, f.

from site .visit into views result irothe following reeommendatio6s.

0
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Recommendations

1. As stated previously, separate employment functions (assessment,
job development, and placement) from-payments functions. ''Hire individuals
who have the requisite competencje5 to perform these very different roles.
Job development, particularly, requires strong communications skills--
someone who can relate to the business communitk.

2. If assessment, job development and placement are perf rmed by dif= .

ferent individuals for a given client, make certain there is coordination
among these functions, Do clients understand whi does what and when? '

3. As stated previously, link the casemanager into he job development
and placement function. It would be reinforcing for bgth e client and
caseworker to see a. client pTaced in &job and succeed.,.-Fur her, this
pOlicy would help to inttill 'a sense of "ownership" an&respo sibility for
the caseworker .knowing that the client is his /hers until c cent is
placed and that the 4cisewor r managed and participated. in7the ntire
process..

Standard 6. Systermatic ou ome revaluation. & Our primary soutte,of

information pertairng to this starpddrd was how well the projects data

requirOents were mei. All .three pro ams APpeared to perform adquate-ly

here in spite. of the fact 'that the gathering of our data was clear,ly an

A

additional paper work assignment for'the casemanagers.- Complete fblloq-up

data 180 days after registrafion weree obtained fr m 92 of 98'Subjects .of

the first cohort. There 1,4tre74 missirg. cases from District III (8-T-S)', f-r

ono from Distri III (NaPite511pand one from District,Xf

An analysis th can be used to monitor'program outcome effectiveness. ,

is the comparison of mean employment rates,iCross*hort groups at 60 days, ...

180 days and, one Year after registration. Data from both the November and

June. cohorts were obtained.for employment status.60 days Ater registration

-(EMPL60) , but'dati-for employment at 180 days (EMPL180) was obtained only,
,

for the November cohort. An analysis of coNhariance statistic used par-
-

c
tial' out 'statistically equate) differences among the groups :in terms.

of variables that are significantly related to employability (TMFS, TMAFDC,
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AFDCRG,' and TURNAR). When comparing employment rates across,the three PAPA

programs, an-atsumption Was-made that local, job opportunities-are the same

acros's the sites. The-assuriiption was not able to be adquately tested due

to both theoretical and practical ConsideratiOns. The'covariarIce Analyss

can be used to assess both program outcome performance across, sites and

..

within sites across time by, comparing th, adjusted means between and among:
,

..
. ,

. groups. Adjusted means are the average employment rate each program woulk . ''' tr

.4
have been. expected to attain if all clien )iad the, same critical

employment characteristics.

The results of the covariance analysis are presented in table:14 on

the next page. There were significant differences (p(.05) "among the

programs for the November cohort (n.98) at both60 days and, 180 days after '2

registration while holding employability factors constant. The Niples
t,

. &

program was the ou standing grogram for thtT Cohort.' However, the dif
,

ferences among the rog s with respect to employment at 60-days were not

significant' i,n the June tdhort. These results could4beHattributed to the'

improvement of the Miami programfsuch-that by June, all.thLpeHmeans could

have been members of the-same population of means, while in the preVious"

cohort, Naples employment rate was clearly different from the. other two'.

If one 'compares the iillusted means (means4corrected for differences among

clients in employability variables) the Miami program moved from 3rd to 2nd4 i`
k

. in terms of outcome pc'rformanc0 at 60 days After registration. The B-r-S

*
l program, in terms of adJusltdd means at 60 days' after registration, improved/

,

slightly while the Naples program dropped back slightly..

V

I.
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Table °14

Analysis of Covariancescomparing-mean emplOyment.ratese among-
the PAPAs 60 and 180 days after registrati<

v. Cohort groups

. Fiest:Cohort:

-

November 1982

Disteict III District VIII
Naples'

observed 2.87 2.07

(.

adjusted 2.85 '2.06

.

0=39) in=28).

. ,.

observed, 2.54
.,

1.59.
adjusted .51, 1.61

.
, (n-.35), (n=27)

v

0
Second Cohort: June 190

District XI
Miami

2,94 .16.23***,
.

. 2..98

(n.31)

. ,.,-
Il

a.$7 17.8k
*:*J

*

2419-, t

.41

--(n=30) -. -,-, , ...
.

.

. ,

1

-6
,

.
EMPL60 observed ? ,84. 2.18 2.63 '4 1.88-

adjusted 2.77 2.38 gr. , .2:54
(n.25), ,(,1722)

P<..Q1
pt.001 ti

t

a) Employment rate:: 1 time, 2 = part-time, 3 = unemployed

b) Covariat§ 6DIFS, TMAFDC, AFDCRG, URN'

;''

. . AF,

. ., r,
To

c) The number of subActs in the s nd Miami cohort vas reduced-4 half
so that this program's performance would 'not overly influence the cop-.
parison among groups in the ANCPVA statistic. . .. ,

0

I)

R),

r
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Evaluation summary

A

'On,,the basis of interviews nd the dataanalysis, the project staff-

arrived at the following conclu s and recommendationis for each site:

Brooksville, Sumterville, Tayeras (District III) , The major strength

of this program lies in the diagnosis. of Client needs as indicated in the 4, 1

Resource Utilization Survey. We felt the'aaseworkersiowere able to identify

client needs th-at, if ameliorated, Would lead .to a high emploY'ment,rate:

This strength, however, was overridden by inadequacies in the following -

areas: screening procedures, case Management procedures, use of in-house

and a community resources, job developTent efforts,, and followeeva-

luation procedures. Therefore the following specific recommendations,are

made: I

Explore the use of the AFDC Employability rediction Form pre-
sented in Objective III of this document to improve client
screening processes. Resources are invested in 64% of the clients
who would be predicted to be Probably Unemployable.

2. Try to strengthen the li k between client-needs and services to
address them by either developing low cost in:house programs or
stronger ties with community resourpes (if possible). Only 29% of
diagnosed 8lient needs are "Ong addressed.

1. The case management system could demonstrate gregter control and
follow through from entry to job placement to follow-up. There
appeared to be almost no coordination between the caseworker and
job development functions.

4. Separate payments function from employment assistance f nctiOns
and.employ personnel with the appropriate training and cational
background to manage these :independently.

5. Reformulate the job development operation by either making} the
Community Task Force more effective orby reconceptualizing and
reconstituting the entire function.

6: Strengthen the follow-up proceddres with clients and employers to
identify ways in which the PAPA program could be rna e more effec-
tive from both points of view.

`,1
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Naples (District VIII). The Naples PAPA program is perhaps the '

strongest program overall in terms of-both process *and outcome criteria.

I

).:
1 If there.is an area that could be improved it could be the screening of'

clients for the PAPA. Twenty six.percent (26%) bf thOse admitted to the

program in the first cohort would have been classified as probably
.

.-..

unemployable. Therefore we would recommend' the ollowing:
,...f

. ,
I. Explore the utility of the AFDC Employability Prediction Form pre-

rented in ObOective III fOr setting priorities for those who can
likely benefitleom the program.

.,

k Miami (District XII, The project staff ielt,the major strength of the

Miami program was in the incipient job development efforts. The positive

changes in employment rates between the June and November cohort groups

aft* 60 days perhaps reflects growth in this area coupled with somewhat

'more stringent screening criteria, These improvements appear,to be
4

overshadowed by other areas of the program that may require improvement.

The following recommendations are made:

1.. Explore the use of the AFDC Employability Prediction Form pre-
sented in Objective III. The PAPA casemanagers ire working with a
cljentelle of whom 70% would be classified as Probably

1 Unemployable.

2. Challenge the assumption that the clientelle now being served is
1

"job- ready ". According to our data, they are the'least job ready
of the three programs. 'The implication is that the clients may
haVe many more needs that require remediation than are now being
.perceived and identified.

3.. There could b'e better communication between the caseworkers and
the job developers. The caseworker, job developer and client
could be viewed'from more of a systems perspective than in terms

Of a Tinear.Or assembly-line perspective iR which the caseworkerob.
clients ire passed along to the jobdeveloper.

There could be better follow-up procedures implements
.clients and employers could ascertain ways in which. he pram
might be improved.
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I,

5. .-The relatiQnship wjth-other.community human service providerscpuld
.n.strenghtened. In particular, the crediting issue with the WIN'
program should be addressed to improve morale of ttle PAPA
caseworkers. Proper crediting would. encourage greater effort in
the employment ass4stance aspect of their work assignmqnts.

A
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/ Objective V:
.

* .:
i (

Condit Preliminary Cost and Benefits Analysts of PAPA Programs

The prOject staff was asked by Mr. James Clark of the Division of

Economic Services, HkS, to attempt to include, in th1 evaluation of-

programs, cost and benefit considerations so that management decisions

could be made regarding the allocatIOn'of resources for such services.

While this Wspe.Etof the evaluation was not included in the objectives of

the RFP, the- staff nevertheless agreed to at least -explore cost con-
.

siderations. 'From this exploration, issues and problems could be raised so

that future research of the Division would be enhanced. 1,,

The strategy of the research team hoped to employ was to compare

social costs in terms of grants and services iniiested in clients at

registration, 60 daffs after-registration and at 180'days after registration,

against wages earned by the subjects at these three time periods.

'Information regarding the issuing of AFDC, food stamps and medicaid grfnts

'couldgbqobtained as well as wages earned at registrAion and 60 days
IP

later. However, the deriving of unit costs for services rendered

unsuccessful. The coefficient we hoped to derive for each site at th

respective jdhcture points (registration, .60 days, 180 days) could,be

expressed as fbllows:

Net social. r Human.
cost per client = Wages earned - (AFbC + Food Stamps + Medicaid + Service)

Scores above.Q.0 would indicate a net social benefit while scores below 0.0

would indicate ,a nit social costa However, the difficulties the staff had

in attempting .to ascertain unit costs. for services were so severe that the

A

99
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I

continued purSuif of this investigation duringlihe remainder of the project
1.

4as considered fruitless. In attempting to derive a near tu41-cost model,

not only ,uld,direct and 'indirect costs for PAPA services be required
1 r t

,but those,of contributing agencies as well.

Nevertheless, the above coefficient was derived without the service

utilizatIn factor for each site at Registration and 60 days. This- proce-

dure is, howev,er, subject to bias since the utilization of different kinds

P

of services across the sites could vary considerably. For example, both

Miami and B-T-S sites use educational and job skill training,Ls referral

sources much more than Naples which in turn'utilizes job interview

training. The cost implieations. regarding the utilization of different

-resources could be considerable. Seemingly, the costs for education an,

job skill training exceed the ctzst for developing jOb interviewing skit s.

Further, the respective service utilization rates are.different across the

'sites.. The Naples subjects in the June cohort'used,1.6 serivces per client

while Brooksville-Javeras-Sumterville ased 1.1-se-rvices per client and

Miami subject used .71 services per client (See Table 13). Ther4efore com-

parisons across the-sites regarding 'cost-benefit 'considerations pn the

basis incomplete or unreliable service data may be quite spurious.

\

Cost information regarding grant allocations and wages earned by site

is presented in the Table on the nett p-age. A chart (Figure 7) depicting

the change in Net Social Lost per client by site Iptween regtitration, 60

days and-180 is presented in table 15 on the next page. The subject pool

to andin Naples'again demonstrated remarkable change Vward becoming more 6ffec-

tive contributors tobciety, especially over the first 60 days. This

effect also appears to be highly influenced by the nature of the'service

10 Q
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. C.. .Table 15
4

Grants and- wagesIpqr me h, of AFDC re6ipienIs per client: Registration, 60 days and 180 days
1 )-

,

\x

Time

A '# . i
i

L .
. District III District'VIII

B-T-S
. Naples A

First Second First . Second
Cohort. Cohort Cohort Cohort

At $ 198 18 i8

Registration 143, .107
'123 114

$ 456 -' $. 409

$ o $ 11

lt

60 Days

180 Days.

kAFDC
Food.. Stamps

Mediaid
Subtotal.

Wages 'Der

Vent

Net Social Benefita
per client .1 ($-456) ($-390) 6

.

AFDC $ 178 , 178
Food Stamps 140 100
Medicaid 173 114

Subtotal $ 441 $ 392

W4ges per
client $ 105

Wages per
client $ 41 $ 41

141

Net Social Benefita
.

per client ,, ($-400)' ($-351)

AFDC $ 161

Medicaid
.(

46
Food Stamps 127

'Subtotal $. 334

Net Social Benefita
per client ($-129)

(a) Excludes service delivery costs

,101
.

District XI
Miami

Second
Cohort Cohort

>

$ 83 4 $ 20414 209
,

144 C \
.116 102 1 8 124

$ .443 $ -348 5 $ 447
j

$ 13 $ 36
41'

16 0
A

($-430) ($-312) ($-500)

$ 128 98 $ 202

136 92, 189
116 102 118

$ 380 $ 292- $ 509

$ 344v $ -289 $ 314

4A
1

($-36) (i-3) 'I ($-495)

'$ 97 . $ 197

, 64
a #

44
71 48

$ . 232 $ 289
.

$ 437 $ /34

($-447)

185

119

124
$ 428

$ 63

($-365)

$ 205 k($-255) ,
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4

program (See drkussion pertaining to Object .)',..The,degree-of change

over, the first 60 days in the Miami and B lations is much less.
4

The slopes of the liries between 60 'an48 appe4rto be nearly

parallel suggesting scmilar social progras,s among the programs fter the 'N-

.

initial 60 day start-up period. Jbere are.06vibuS. cost implications per-
'

taining to the efficiency of the'NapleS program -i.0 help individuals to

rapidly return to the labor force.

With such an analysis, even though the absolute values are question-
.

nable, in terms of. social cost vs. wages,-the slope of the lines, when

making comparisons across sits, may be an indicator of program effec-

tiveness in light of other data. The continued follow-up through one year

after registration would be recommended. 4

The wages minus grants criterion may also serve as an additional out-

come criterion with which to evaluate programmatic outcomes. One can note

from Figure 7 that through more effective screening mechanisms and through

the improVement of the job development aspect of the Miami program, wages

minus benefits has .improved tola point where it is similar to the B-T-S

programs in District III. There has been virtually no change in the B-T-S

program according to this criterion. The second Cohort in Naples program

performed similarly to the first cohort at 60 Aays following registratiOn

while the second cohort seemarto start the program in better position

relative to the wages minus benefits _criterion. We would)6commend that,it

would be highly desirable tol(ollow these six cohorts through 180 days and

.one year after registration in terms of the wages minus grarits Criterion.

-

I
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a

Naples II

I, 1

Miami I

Registratio( 60
Days

180
Day3

Figure 7. Net social benefit per client among PAPA programs at
registration, 60 days, 180 days after registration (excluding
service delivery. costs)

I = first cohort, November, 1982

II = second cc:tort:June, 1983

0
B-T-S..

ilaplqs

0 Miami
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Overview

of

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

1. A four-vartable prediction equation representing the major constructs
of a causal model can be explored to supplement existing assessment
information.

2. The prediction function, while achieving a high degree of intern con-
sistency within one population, may lack stability across groups, ,

especially if the AFDC payments schedules change or if PAPA programs I
undergo change.

(

There is much useful information about clients already recorded in
case files that can be used to assess employability. The new data
acquired with FSU Supplementary Data Form prOvided no new information
to enhance predictability. ,

.

4. For PAPA programs to be effective they should have an adecitAte:.

(a) client .screening mechanisms ,

. ,

(b diagnostiqprgcriptive assessment of client service needs
(c case manapViht system

1,d utilizationEof community resources
..

{

e) job develofMent and placement system
,.

f) systemmatic.outcome evaluation

5. Job diveloPent and the assessment of client needs may require skills
and competencies beyond those that payments workers now typically pro-
cess.

6. Secying as payments worker and a job developer may be antithetical to
a ffroductive client/counselor nelatiopship.

7. A social cogt-savings paradigm to document AFDC benefit was developed
but the direct and indirect costs for service invested in clients was
omitted. Thus it is only a partial cost model.

8 Process indicators for program effectiveness can be:A
446

(a) assessed rinds per client.
(b) resource utiliiation index (-services,enrolled plus services

completed divided,* total needs of all clients in a cohor
(c) Service. utilization index-(services enrolled plus services

completed divided by the number of clients in a cohort
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9. Outcome indicators for program effectiveness can be .

(a) Adjusted means for employment status at 60 days, 180 days and oue
fyrear after4egistration in the,programs.

(b) Wages minus grants index for all.clients in a given cohort

10. The three PAPA programs differed in terms of their ability to assist
AFDC cliehts in securing employment.

.

U. Employe$rs are clients of the PAPAs as well as AFDC recipients. They
should be treated as such.: They hay.e needs, wants and desires too..,

- Bottom-line Recommendations

1. Explore the use of the AFDC Employability Prediction Form, but with
caution and with and continued validation.

2. '.Continue the, developMefit of prediction instruments on several cohort
groups using employment status at 60 days, 180 days and 1 year after
registration in the PAPA programs as criterion measures.

.P

3. The Resource btilizatioh survey instrument in the FSU Supplementary
Data Form could replace the resouce utilization chart on the ES 4132
form. It is a more extensive list of client needs and resources.

4 Remove the, payments functions from PAPAcasemanagers and have them
perform client assessment and job d6elopment and placement as well as
to participatetin some service delivery.

5. Determine ways of stresthening client/caseworker relationships. 'This

might be accomplished through becom/ing more involved with clients in
assessment, treatment, job development and evaluation functions..

6. Maintain follow-up communications with employers as well as AFDC
clients. 44.-

p
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4
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Florida-State University.

November 1 ,

Age;

Member 11

tr\ tams ly #

Sex:.

Race. B

112

HRS District;

His

a

,

Nat. Amer.

Date adata collection:

Project.IpplicatiOn date:

Project registration date.

.t-Research Assistant.

4
4 ,

t.
" - .

'? a 0
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Source Dimensions

Work Attitude
1. List last three jobs Ad provide Job EXpertence

beginning and ending dates (month ES-511 Employment Status
and year) each.' Please list most
recent job first.

Beg. End
/ / (Job 1)

/ 7 (Job 2}

/ / (Job 3)'

a.

b.

c.

Length of time since last employment
(Registration)

3. Reason for leaving last 3,jobs. Place check
in appropriate boxes

ES-511 Job Experience

Job
1

Job
2

JO
3

Aeason 67
Leavin

a off
uit

Fired
Job ended

. Sjher 02111,1111

Job Expgrience
.ES-511 Work Attitude

4. highest,school grade completed ES-511 Credential

5. Thf client possesses 'a valid driver's licenSe ES -511 Transportation
yes no / Constraint

, ,

6.. The client possesses a working automobilq13 ES-511 Transportation,

yes.... no ...-, Constraint



7. How many persons live in the clients
household? .

What is the.client's
a. Short term occupatitnal goal? . WIN 4131 Work Benefit'

Job, Goal Clarity

Job Experience
b. Long-term'occuptional goal ?. , , CredentiarScalei 11

Disability
, ,

Self-Independence 130 4-180 days)
c. Alternate occupational goal?

Source Dimensiofis

ES-511 Work Attitude
(Poverty Scab)

Work Benefit

,-

"'

4
9. .Does tle client possess a physical disability?

.yes nd
. .. . If YES, completeitems 10,11,12;

If NO, go to item 13.
,

10. With respect to the short term goal, the ES-511 ,Disability
client possesses a 05iireirUisability.that WIN 4040
will most likely: (check one)
1. Permanently restrict him/her from

performing work
2. Temporarily restrict him/her from

performing work
.

3. Have no effect on job perfonmance

11. With respect to the long term goal, the

5I4040
Disability

client possesses a physicirdisab lity that
will most likely: (check one)
1. Permanently restrict him/her-from

performing work
2. Temporarily restrict him/her from

performing work
3. Have no effect on job performance

114
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12. With respect to the alternate-goal, the
client possesses a physical disability that
will most likely: (check one)
1. Permanently restrict him/her froM

performing work
2. TeMporarilY restrict him/her from

performing work
3. Have no effect on job performance

Source

ES-511 Disability
WIN 4040

13. If client is unemployed and has no short -term ES-511
occupational goal, whtt was the monthly
income from his/her,last-job?

14. If client .is employed, what is his/her
monthly income from present job ?..

15. Chbck all 'educational experienfes'A
client has completed: .

high school diploma or
equivalent
completed specialized voca-

.
tional training but no cer-
tificate or Jicense from a
vocational training program.
has a vocationarcertifiliate
or license -

Associate arts degree (AS)
Bachelor's degree (BA, BS)
Master's degree (MA, MS)
Doctorate (PII.D.,9Ed.D)

Work Benefit

ES-511 Work Benefit

. ES 411

0,

16. Is there evidence of Physical health problems
noted In case file?.
1. chronic

1
1 54

4.I )

2. Temporary
3. .No evidence

17. Is there evidence of mental health probleMs
in the case file?a,

Chronic -V!
.1*

Dimensions

Credential Scale

BEST COPY AvAlkmc

WIN 4040 Disability
YET

1,

1,r-41
62,1.



18. Cliefit referred to VR or Developmental
Disabilities

Yes

No

Source Dimensions

WIN 4040 *Disability

19. Time on AFDC (yrs./months) ES-4132 Work Attitude (Propensity to use Gov/t
Astistance)

20. Time on Food Stamps (yrs./months) ES-4132 Work Attitude (Propensity to use Gov/t
Assistance)

21. List the ages of your children and place a
check in the appropriate box6s and fill in

the last_ three columns:

ES 4041
WIN 001.

Child Constraint Scale Score

tOarent or

Family
Contri-
bution

No govt.
Assistance
required':

,.
Age

7 Child
Needs
all day
care

Child
Needs

part time
care

Minimum
dollars/-
month req.
for care

Chi Td care

subsidiary or
state.,contri-

butiont/mo.

4 --

.

a

t

22. How_pigny adults over 18 live in your
.4hdrgehold?

WIN 001

23. How many adults over 18 lifting in youh
household are employed? Ulti

24. Employmeestatus (Registration)
Fullttime
Part time (30 hrs /wk or, less)

Unemployed .

...2001

116 (#54)

4

4

Work Attitude (Fami)y Work Yropensity)

1 d

Work Attftude1(Family Work Propensity)

Work Benefit
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25, Employment status (60 days)
Full time
Part jape (30 hrs/wkpr less)
Unemployed\

26. Employment status (180 days)
Full time

Part time (30 hrs/wk or less)
Unemployed

27. Earnings (Registration)

Monthly wage
'AFDC
Food stamps
Other income

E!trnings- (60 days)

$ . 41 MAthly5Wage
"ON

I.00d stamps
ther income.

29. Earnings 0 d

Monthly wage('
,AfDC (

food Stamps
Other income

ys)

30. Job sustained (60 days)
Job interrupted
No. ti'Mes

31 Job sustained (180 days)
.414 1.

ES4132( 1

Job interrupted
No. times

.cy

Source

ES 4132

ES 4312

ES4132

ES-2001
(#54)(

ES413i

/

n-2001
(#54)

M4132

ES-2001'
(#54)

ES4132 3

It

Dimerrsions

A

rfi

\

4



Community Resource Utilization:
60 Days

Please complete the following table using the codes below:

Intervention

Activel-
Need*

(P lace
Check)

(..-

Ag.jbftcy
Referrec
(Record
Letter)

4.

,

Service
Status
(Record
Letter)

1.Job S k i l l
Training

2 .Job experience

3 .Adult general

education

/}':Vocational

counseling

. .
go

.

.

.
.

5.G.E .D.

preparation
0

6 .Job interviews
training

7 .Ment al health
counseling

8.Physicat
disabiliti
compensati,

,

.

.

...

.

. .

A

.

en :Referral Code (60 days)

A S other
',B FIRS /WIN

C HRSAtc. Retiab.
D CEP;
E Area Vac. Rehab.
F Secondary Ed. School i 18
G Q,ormiunity Co 1 lege

ESES
I Community lcti on Agency
J Other:"

P

(Fora ES 4132)

Service Status Code (60 days)
'A. Enrolled i receiving services
B Completed training/service provided
C Services not available
D Client-unable to complete service
E Client not eligible/qualified for serYice
F. Client declined service
G. Service no longer available

*\>

---* This is a need -identified at-the -time
rPnictratinn thaC aithW vriRfgirrnh

6
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t) rti ' ' 1 c'

Ins truCt ions:- P lease fill out the following rinformailen bD your client. as -

completely asoos s b le. Several "1 tems. request information that can be t
obtained directly from 11115/E'S/1,1114 forms. : The form is indicated in parentheses.
Thank you for your cooperation! -. !. ",. -,-;,:".:'. , : ..' !.. , ; -- . . . ,

.' : ;-t i&,' ::'1 r.' 'J ; ' . ,..-
.

''', .!-r. ,:--...P--,,;W.,-t.,:. ,.L -
Part 1 - Client informatioh at registration.:,tivli's..i

.- , ,: -; ..4. A

.
. :;.:f.i, 1.":, 1 t: 4.:,ri."!..";-- , ,.., :: . .

l. . Tota 1 time client has been on AFDC iyrs:imonthsr.' ' (ES-4132)

2. Total time client has tieen on Food Stamps!.i1(11:!
(yrs ./months) 'L : .-

3. List the ages of the client's children and place h theckl(ES-4132):
in the appropriate boxes and fill In the last threccolumns.ININ.001)" A 1

!

1

-".7s;01,

."!.10A4,-itt,,,,

with some di fficulty .

not at al 1

' :Nz-N40
.:,.

9. The client speaks English: fluent ly

9. The client speaks Spanish: fluent ly

with, some difficulty
not at all

. The lacK of fluency in Spanish or English restricts employ-
ahility for jobs which-this client is seeking employment.

yes :' 'no,'

':' 11..,-Employment status (Registration)
Full time

77---Part time 30 hrs wk or -less
Unemployed

Age

Needs
all day
care

N d
dar e

care

Minimum .:.."

dollarst:,
month req.
for care:.

Child care.1%..,

subildiary or',

state Contribu.
itions peemo;

Parent or
Family
Contribution
per mo.'

No Govt.
Atsistance
required

,

-, :--

i !

How many persons hive in the client's
1

.,..4 It,,.-- (ES-511) .'
household?

: - ---.- ,,c..-
. :. ti...-'''f

5. How man adults over 18 live inclient'S .4!-,4 .

househo Id? . '41.,.1:.Ii i'-' ?-,.f.

':,V (WIN 001).
''-1:\

. , ;,;.:".",: ;-4, .1" !; 4.4,0(.,;."::

6. How many adults over 18 living ient.!
: 4 %. i

2....1 °Mr'
household are employed? ,

7.4..,,,,,E.i..i...,.......
ie.

ilk ,.,z,-.!
ri.,,,.(A4 ti.,;,.!-1..ls

'till,()%" 4itt"... -0-:.-
1. 6w many twit are in the cliiotii.6044,11,...' ... ,..

lOti

,--oki'A.Atict.,:b,..4,,,...:1-,.....,
.,,,,,,, . , ,," 1.,-,14,,,f4i,,i4......,.. .......( -

:...,5. 4.),%.b:. miA.*-.4..0,-:...11.1...r,ki,:t44,-;)..0,141±;
,lail. T

%,,'"
s q'. ' .4r'li1--

.,1, 1 ,,,,:.%4T:=!&T .;f
31'.' AC, .1,-` 0

.,% , g
l'.4.-1.4., 0.1' 4 4- 1,-

t.

12. Ifpresently employed give job title.
1

(ES-2001)

(#54)

13. List the last 3 jobs that "client, held, and provide (ES -511)

beginning and ending dates, (months/years) each. ±

sPleaseout the most recent job first.

Beg End

a / / (job 1)

b / (job 2)
a

C / / (job 3)

14. Length 1 time since last employment prior to (ES-511)

reg stra'ion date
. . .

15. Reason for leaving
..: appropriate boxes.

Job
.<*; 4

,( 4",tIly :-.. . ;
"-4 : ":,

Job Job
2 3

last 3 jobs.
,

Place check in

4
Reison for
Leavi

... La off ,

. Quit
ired-

.

,

Job ended
othiOther' '_ .. _

,
.

- "..,t

);-.'" "4 .f
.

,

..F74

\%1

14

0

2 2

4



16. If client Is unemployed and has- no short-term
occupational goal, whlt was the monthly
income from his/her last job?.

117
If client is employed, what Is his/her
monthly income from present job?

18. What isthe tlient's
a. Short term occupational goal?

b. Tong-term occupational goal?

c. Alternate occupational goal?

19. Does the client possess a physical disability?
Yes No

If YES,'complete items 20, 21, 22; if NO,ogo to
item 23.

20. With respect to the short term goal,,the client
-possesses a physical-1MM% that will most
likely: (check one)

1. Permanently restrict him/her from,,
performing work

.2. Temporarily restrict him/her from
performing work

3. Have no effect on job performance

21. With respect to the long term goal, the client
possesses a physical disiBTITty'that will most
likely: (check one)
1. Permanently restrict him/her from

performing work
2. Temporarily restrict him/her from

3. Have no effect on jab perforiance
22. WiTE-7especf-fd-the ilternate goal, the client

likely: (check one)
1. 'Permanently restrict him/her from

performing work
2. Temporarily restrict him/her from

Performing work
3.- Have ng effect on job performince

123
4

.41

(ES-511)

(ES-511)

(WIN 4131)

(ES-511
WIN 4040)

(ES-511
WIN 4040)

(ES4H
WIN 4040)

23. Information Source
A. Classified ads
B. CUA
C. FSES-
0. personal friend-relative
E. self initiated inquiry

(i.e., knocking on doors)
F. Self-initiated (telephoner
G. forger employee
H. forMer coworker
I. school pladement service
'J. privaV placement service
K. members of organization in which you

belong (i.g.,,church,tlks)
L. former teachers
M. media (radio, t.v.).
N. other-
0. other

A

Client has used
this source to
locate jobs (please

check)

24. The client 'possesses a valid, driver's license

yes no

(ES-511)-

. .

25. Th client pow9set a Worki* automobile
114 y

(ES-511)

es 'no

o
'26: Is public transportation available? yet no

27.. If #26 is "yes",-do they need funds for the transportation?

yes. no

28. If I2 is "no", is the client abl to .arrangefor reliable

transportation with another pert yes no

124

1



a

29. Client referred!to VRor Developmental Disabilities?
no

Tv

30, Is there evidence of physical -health problem;?

A. chronic
B.---temporary
C. No evidence

31. Is there eviddnce of mental health problems?

A. chronic

B.'--temporary
C.none

.32. Number of days missed from work/school during the pastillyear due to -'

healfhsproblems.

p

33: Client's current education or training status.
Full.--time enrollment (12 credit hodrs or more in an education Or

training progra6)
°Part:time enrollment (less than 12 hours)
Not enrolled 4K

* 34. highest school grade c9mplked

35: Check all educational experiences client has completed:
high school diploma or equivaleht
dlmipleted specialized vocational training but no-
certificate or license from i vocational training
prdgram
has a vocational certificate orlicense
Associate arts degree (AS).
Bachelor's degree (8A,85)
Master's,degree (MA,M1
Doctorate (Ph.D., 110.0

(E5-511)

4'

. 4

36. Please circle the number on each scale that indicates your
reaction to the client's interview behavior during this
interview in which these data-were gathered

Grooming

1 2

sloppily dressed
and-groomed

(Integrity Q-

1 2

tlient seemed
to provide much
iguestionable or
1Pslanted"
'information

Previous Work Attitude

1
ir

very negative
-recollections
of, revious work

4°i

2

3,.

casually dressed
and groomed

3

slient seemed to
give a mixture of
aright" -and candid
responses

3

mix of positive
and ngative
statements

GenerAl impression for22job Interview

1 2-

client would'
create an unfavor-
able job interview.

3t

somewhat favorablb
job interview

37. Earnings (Registration)
S Monthly wage

$ .
-AFDC

$ Yood stamps'

$ Other income (net)

4

'5

Neatly dressed
and groomed-

5

client seemed
to answer
very candidly

4

very positive.

4 5

client would
a highly .

favorable ,

impression , '

4E54132).

.126

(ES-2001)
(054)



V

PART II
Community Resource Utilization Survey (60 Days).

1. Have any'of the children tecgived HRS daycare services
in the preceding 60 days? yes no

full time f of children
mart time I of children

2. What has been the government subsidy to this client's
daycare services in the last 60'days? $ per month

3. What has been the client's contribution to daycare in the
last 60 days? $ per month

4. Has the client's tppOrtunity for child care elapsed?
yes no

.4-

S. If client is presently employed, give job title

6. Client's curtent,educational or training status
full time enrollment (12 credit hours or more In
education or training program)
part time enrollment (less than 12 credit hours)
no enrolled

7. What is he number of in person contacts (i.e., actual
person, not phone) you have had with the client over the pa
60 days -al-ice:the client became registered in the Project?'
4

(WIN 001

HRS-SES-4041)

(WIN' 001

HRS-SES-4041)

(W1N'001

HRS-SES-4041)

(WIN 001

HRS-SES-4041)

8. The flient has used medicaidservices times'in the
first 60 days, following registration in the Project.

9. Employment status (#G. days)
full time
part time (30 hrs/week)
unemployed

,27

(ES 4132)

-A

rt

a.

10. Earnings (at Registration):
$ Monthly wage

AFDC
. $ Jood stamps
s.

Other:income

.,

11;. Earnings
,

at 60 daYs)

$ .Monthly wage
. $ AFDC

$ Food stamps Y'

$ Other:income

12. Job sustained
'Job interrupted
No. times

...
INN 4'

1

A

.
.

(60 days)'

(ES 4132)

(ES-2001)

(054)

(ES 4132)

(ES-2001).
tor' (#54) ,

(ES 4132)

128
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Please complete the tJ jt colum ;the tin of r_egittrItien and the ;turd in solvent
at the O. day review period.

Interventions

1. Job Skill
Training

2. Employability
Skill Training

3. Job Experience
4. Adult'

EducaMen
VOtatlenal
Counseling .

6. G.E.D.
Preparation

7. Mental Health.
Counseling

8. Physical
Disab4litiei
Compension

9. Job 1pfor-
mation
Children/
Daycare
Sertlfes

11. Chi Wen/
Funds for
Daycare
Services

12. Transpor
tation

13. Transpor-
tation Funds

14. Language
Assistance

15. Children/
Health
Services

16. Medical
Services
(Adult client)

17. Public Housing
18. Other
19. Other
20. Other

-TEITVF---Kency
Need* Referrec

(Place (Record

Check) Letter)-

Service ,

Skatus
(Record
Letter)1

1.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
At time r,

of registration

A

Agency Re4rra1 Code
(Vroviders of Service)
A HRS/WIN
B. IIRS /Voc. Rehab

C 0bmMunityMental Health Center
HRS/Daycare Provider

E Medicade . 41' .

F Children's Medical Services
G Health Department
H FIRS/other

I CETA
J Technical School
K local SchoOl Board
L Community College'
M FSES
N' Community Action Agency
0 Housill Project .

Others
Others
Others

Service Status Code
A Enrolled - receiving services
B Completed trainirig/service pro.

_ vided
C Services not available

Client unable to complete
service

E Client not eligible/qualified`
for service

F Client declined service
G Service no longer available

-

* This is a need, at time of registration

that is either preventing or inhibiting .1
client from seeking work, obtain-
ing wo k or from holding work.*

60 day review

29

4111b
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Appendix III

AFDC Employability Prediction Form
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4.

/Name:

. Age:

Member #:

Family #:

4
Appendix. III

AFDC Employability Prediction Form

Fac6 Sheeta
1

4

Date:

Project
Application Date:

PrAect
Registration Date:

HRS District:

Sex:

Race: B His Nat. Amer.

1. Total time client was recipient 9f
Food Stamps since age 16 (in total
months):

s,
(months)

.

2. h.
.,b

Total time client was recipient-of. .

AFDC grant since age 16 (in total \ v:,

,/ monthS): .

(months)

3. Amount of AFDC grant for which the
tclient is eligible at registration
in PAPA: (dollars)

t

4. Total amount of time working uninter-
rupted on last job, either part-time
or full-time ( expressed in months): (months)

5. Total amount of time unemployed since
last job (expressed in months):

44.

Client Employability Index
derived from foregoing calculations

. (months)

Potentially employable . Probably unemployable (check one)

At.

'a The face sheet can be retained for the client folder

%.



AFDC Employabiltiy Index Calculations

Directions:. Follow each step in sequence. The use of a hand calculator
is recommended to assure accuracy.

1. Multip number of months on Food stamps
since a 16 by .034

months on foOd stamps

/2 Multiply the amount of AFDC grant at regis-
tration in PAPA by .009.,

X .034 (1)

AFDC at registration

. Add #i and #2

(r)

X .009

+ (2) Subtotai'(3)

4 Multiply number .of months client
received AFDC grants since age l6 in
months by .014.

X .014
months on AFDC

5. Record-below number, of months in list
job either is part-time or full-time
employee

(5)
months on last job

$

6. Record below number: of months unemployed,
since last job terminated

(6)

months since last job

7. Add #5.and #6 and record below

8. Divide #5 by #7

(5) (9)* = (8)

132
6

(4)



Multiply #8 X 1.338

(8). t -fit 1.338 =

10. Add #4 and #9

(4), (9) (10)

11. Subtract #10 from #311

(3) (10)

12.: Subtract .675 fr.= #11

(11)

= (11)

- 1.675. (12)

Employabllify/
Index

If the Employability Index is a Negative (-) number, the client can be
classified as POTENTIALLY EMPLOYABLE.

If the Employability Index is a Positive (+) number, the clieht can be
classified as PROBABLY UNEMPLOYABLE.

3.

Employability Scale

High ! Low
!

1 I
t

1 I. I

-3 1-2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
!

!

Potentially I Probably
Employable ! Unemployable



Name : an e, .5-hi

Age: 015--

Appendix' III

AFDC Employability Prediction Form

Member #: ?,32-3-7-417-4/9

Family #:

Sex:

Race: X B W His

Face Sheet.

Date: 6/F3

Project
Application Date:

Project
Registration Date:

rF.

NRS, istrict:

Nat. Amer.

Total time client was recipient of
Food Stamps since age 16 (in total
months): -

(moths).

Total time client was recipient of
4bAFDC grant since age 16 (in total

months):

3. Amount of AFDC grant 'for which the
client is eligible at registration
in PAPA: 161

4. Total amount of time working uninter-
rupted,on last job, either

.
or full-time (expressed in months): ,

5: Total amount of time unemployed since
last job'(expressed in months):' .5

(months)

(dollars)

(months)

(months)

Client Employalplity Index
derived from foregoing calculations 414

Potentially employable Probably unemployablg .(check one)



lj
; I ;tk

AFDC Employabiltiy Index CalcUlations

Directions:. Follow -each -step in sequence. The use
is recommended to assure accuracy.

.Multiply number of months on Food stamps
since age16 by :034

.034
mon hs'cin food stamps

2. Multiply the amount of AFDC grant at regis-
tration io PAPA by .009.

1.1 .0t9
AFDC-at registration

Add #1 and #2

(1) bos-ti + (2) /,47/49
4. 'Multiply number of month§ client

received AFDC grants since age 16 in
months by .014.

3/ r X .014
months on AFDC

Record below number of months-in last
job either is part-time or full-time

i, employee '

(5) Lo
months on last job

A

6. Record below number.ofjTonths unemployed
since last job terminated

(6)

months since last job

Add #5 and #6 and record below

(7) 63
Divide #5 by #7

(5) 3°

of a hand calculator

(1)'. OP-F.

Subtotal (3) 02.,5-03

5

= (8) # 417



(8) (r X 1.341 =

10. 'Alidd #4 and

14) .1341 (9) ',0(;

11. Subtract #10 from #3

(3) 2.543 -° (10)

12. Subtract 1,675 from #11

1 (11) - 1.675.

If the fmrrloyability Index is a Ne ative (7)
classified as POTENTIALLY EMPLOYA LE. f

If the ElaNiability Index is a Posit,i4e-1-4)
classified as PROBABLY UNEMPLOYABLE.

(10) 1.07
,

. 00 1.43/
v

t

t02) --,21/ 41

ERP1pyabilifY
Index

number, the client can be

numbei-, 'the client can be

Employability Scale -

HAgh

1

!.....!...... ! .. c.1 1 -.1 if ti
-3 -2 -1 0 4;16L +2

!0 ..

Potentially ! Probably /.'
Employable ! Unemployable

4

r Low

\,

e.1

46
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